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INVRODUCTION

In spite of the tremendous amount of money poured into-
...

edudational programs for disadvantaged children during the

"Great ScPciety" years, the fact remains that up to'one half of

the students in large city school syStems,still read below

-

expectation. In addition to reading'failurS,and poverty,-

many of these itudents have anothsr attribute in.cOmmon--they

speak a dialectswhich differs from the '"standard" t-laglish,Spok4n

by most middle-class Americans. The nature of nonstandard dia-
,

lecis and how.they May contribute to the reading failure of the

children who speak them are' two of the focal points around which,

'the books and articled in this bibliography were compiled. fd
, .

addition, items were sought out which deal with the relationship

of language to,cognitive*development and with the,relationship

of language to.the reading process.. An examination of these

areas was deemed necessary in order to better understand some

of the Problemi and controversies which sUrround educators

/ etriving to develop better reading end language Oograms for./. .

P
linguistically different learners. Finally, items were selected

. ' J.E. Allen,"The Right to Read--Target)fOr the 70's," Paper
read at thf 1969 annual convention of the National Association
of State Boards of Education, Loa Angeles, September 23, 1969,.

3 quoted in Mildred H. Wood, "in Analysis of Beginning ,Reading
Programs for the Disadvantaged," Viewpoints, 46(May 1970), 150.

..--.:._ 0
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which describe current programs or suggest neW,apprOaches and
.

materials for teachinxteading and standard English to thesa

students.

Books and articlail which dell primarily with bilingual

students were excluded from tqs compilation. Thus, the term

"linguistically different,R as it is used here, refers to,speakers

of nonstandard dialects rather than to speakers of another' lang-

uage. A number cf items define the population under consideration

as "culturally deprived" or "socially disadvantaged" chilaren;

In sOme,cases it is clear that these children are also nonstandard

dialect spe.akers; in other cases'it is nat. Even when the dia-
.,'

tinction is not clear, the item is included if the results or

sugges.t$ons seem pertineWto the education of linguiOncally

diffetent children.
\.

The intent was to'select the most current books ind articles v

and'to present them objectively, refraining from comment. For

the-convenience .of the reader, this bibliography is divided into

two parts. Part I,"The Linguistically Different Learner," con-

' tains the items which deal priiarily with language factors and'

/r-
is divided into sections which focus; on lanfuage development,

.e

dialectology, and instructional approaches to teaching standard

*Etiglish. Part II, "Teaching Reading to' Linguisticalli Different...,

Learners," Contains the items which deal primarily with reading

instruction and...is divided into sections_which focue A the.
I

.relationship of language to the reading _process, and instr onal

approaches and materials for eaching reading to dialec speakers4,,,
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In a number of cases, the assiggment'of an item td a certain

section wss somewhat arbitrary. For ihstatce, an article which

describes a nonstandard dialect might also discuss its implica-

tions for reading,teachers:and, thus, could go either in the

dialectology section of;the first part or the instiuctional'

approaches section of the second part. Nevertheless, some

.organizational patte4 was considered necessary and it is hoped

that this partiCulargone, will aid the,reader in locating the :

items wbich are most relevant to his specific interests.

PP.
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Part I: The Linguistically Different Learner

4

That the speech of a4enstandard dielect speaker is quite. ,

different from the speech of a standard English-speaker is an

obvious.fact. Exactly how it differs is not as obvious but

linguists have Adtkprogrese in describing the ways tn which the.
, 1

phonemes, lexical items, 'and syntax'of theillegro nonstandard

dialect, in particUlar, differ from 141 s1'andard1 mode of speech. .

Some of their observations concerning this dialect are presented

' in the "Dialectology" section. There is one important-point.of

agreement among them, however, which might be mentioned here:

this dialect is not an inferior copy of standard English, but'

--rather a systematic and rule governed mode Of_speech. The,children

who spesk this hielect, they argue,-are not linguisticalli
4,

deprived; they are linguistically different. There is no such _

agreement_among--educators on this'point. Many 4of them believe .

that liege) nOnstandard speakers are, indeed,'lin

deprfved and 'that their restricted'dialect is ina4pquate for

cognitive development. Both points of view,as well as some th t

fal somewhere between(these two extrmemes, are represente4
Athe Language Development and Cognitive Abilities" section.

Wheth r they bel eve that the likgro nonstandard dialect is a

deficient:or me ely a different mode of speech, most linguists

and educators believe that dialect speakers 'should be given the



I

opportunity tcy learn standard English. When this instrdction

shodld begin,

\ 5

how it should Ve conducted, and what the instruc-
.,

tional content ehould be are, once again, controversial issues.
,

The sectionientitled "Language Programs for Lifiguistica;ly,

Different Children" pontains-itemt-representing ariOus points
,

.'
of view Viok how).anguage programs'should be conducted and also .

inclades items which describe some °t. ithe wastingvlanguage
, .

.

.

programs ..nd the -results,they have achieyed.
.

,

(

t.
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Section A: Language Development and Oognitiv4 Abilities

This section contains summ'aitbi of a number of studies which

were conducted tor the purpose of identifying the role,that

languagelplays in the acquisition of various cognitive skills

Such .s ikabeling, forming concepts, discriminating sounds cm

words, etc. (*any of the authors of these articles believe that
4

nonstandard English speaking children.arelandicapped in their

acrsition of.such skills because they have not"Ideveloped

6\ certain language skills. Other articles focus Irn the.testing

environment and testing nstruments used in such studies. The

authors attempt to i ,k1ustrate that the environment and instruments

'may be sounui,d to the disadvantaged child, and the dialect
_

he speaks that the results obtained are.likely to be unreliable.

ly, theoretical articles are presented Which question the
;

le(dom of drawing any conclusions about the nonstandard dialect

nsthe relationship of language to the social context in which

r any other, made of speech until mare studies have been conducted

4
it is used.
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. .Bernstein, Basil.
,

"A Sociolinguistrc ApproaCh.tb-S.ocialization:: :
With Some Refererice to Educabilityin-Frederick Williams
(Ed.), Language and .Poverty: PerSpectives 'on a Theme.
ChiCaga: Markham Publishin Ca. 4- 1970, 25614 41..

1 4

In this article, Bernsir:
A

ex lains the social origins of ,

elaborated and restricted language codes, and discusses some of

implications'.for educating speakers of ,restricted'Codes.
0

says that a restricted language code is characterized by a

rig dity of syntax arid restricted use (:)f structurar:possibilities

for sentence organization. It is highly reliant upon the context

for meaning-and, thus, others ran fully understend'the restricted

code user's meaning only if they have access to the context which

originally generated the speech. The elaborated code, on the

other hand, is characterized by a diversity of syntactic patterns

ahd vocabulary. It As less bound to a given Context and, thus,
7

can be understood by. listeners wflo do not-share the conteXt which

generated the speech.

Bernstein claims that many psychologists and educators have

mistakenly equated his concept of a restricted language code with

.A.ilinguistic deprivati . This erroneous conClugio has come about,

11(

he says, because the focused e tirely on theispokep details of

.

the language code rat er than',examining the basip struCtures of
r .

.

4
the cylture or sub lture ch the cpdes manifest.

. ,--
-.

He believes hat different ilnguistic codes arise because
. -4

various social c asses have differeht occupational roles and
0

value systems whidh,g; in turn, dictate the enactment of different

M.

1 1
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social roles. Modes of commuication-refle t.the requirements"'
,

. _
of, the social,structure. Thusoa .restricted code usees speech

reflects a relatively communally...based culture,andl the ieedi-
s

'of this culture 'do not damand a ktghly specifiv,:elabOrated

form oktor_c_ly /The child learns't 4o speak in the, environmi.
.

-
of the family, and-family role Systems and modei Sy:contra

4
fonce again,jreflect tfie requirements andoattitudes of:the family'

social,class or subculture. .

Bernstein believes.tht the values, social organization, and

forme of control and pedagogy offered by most scho4a do-not

reflect an understanding of the'lower,Class child lture--.
9 F

they reflect the lture, neeal, and strengths of t middle-

class child. T e attention of educators becom s focusedvn ihe
4e

langge differences of lOwer and middle-class children,t,but

these, language differeads are merely the most obv12pus_ manifests.-

. tions of the cultural drferences. This resUlts in Iittltlearning.

being-expected of the lower-class child ankconilequfiritly,' very,

littleamilig taught to him. The author saya- that it Vs iot

necessary to teadh the child formal grammae or to interfere
-

with his dialect in order to teach.him; there is nothing-in hi

dialect 4ch prevents him:from learning'. It is, however, neces-
, 6

.sary.to c nge the schools and educate teachers to better meet

the 'needs of de dialect'speaking,child. The contexts of learn-
-1

g--the methods, materials, etc.;--must draw on the chifd's-

experiences in his family and community, and not require him)(as '
) . ,

they pregently.do),tto drop his social identity.upon arrivafat,..
,4

school..
1 2
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Cazden, Courtnek B. "The Neglected Situation in Child Language
Besearch and Edueation," in Frederick Willfame(Ed.).
Language A.21 Povert :Perspectives on a Theme'. Chicago:

PUbIls ng' 0.,,1970, 81-161%

Caidensclaime that neites the "deficit theory*" nor the'

"difference theory" ademliately explains ths language problems

that disadvanteged childien-are Widely reported to have. Both

theories, she says, speak only of patterns, of structural forms

'1!

and ignore patterns of use in actual st9itech events, ahd both

theories fail to take account of the way ohild's speech changes

according tp the eocial eituation. Noting that Dell Hymes uses

the term "communicative Competence" to describe a child's abillt3

to vary his speech according to the social situation, Cazden

points out that relatively little-research has been conducted

to determine the range of children's communicative competence

and how they develop it. She devotes a large.portion of this

article to a Peview of the studies that have dealt with communi-

cative competence. These studies seem to indicate that certain

aspects of the social situation, such as the topic of discussion,

task to be performed, rapport of listener, etc., have a very

important bearing on the child's fluenci of epeech, length and

complexity of sentences, language style, etc. Thus, Oazden

argues, the data collected from testing children from various

social classes in one testing situation do not constitute enough

information to adequately explain their language differences.

Even if we thoroughly understand communicative competence

among children of various social classes, we would till be far

13



from a theory of oral language eduziption. Cazden points out
that there i reason to believe that sociolinguistic interfer-

&ence from contrasting communicative denial* both in and outside

of School is more important than'grammatical interference.
What is more, cultural differences in langUage can be viewed as

deficiencies when children confront the demands of particular
communicative situations. Thus, educators as well as spokesmen

for the-child and his cc:immunity must' make value judgments as

to what uses of langUage the schools will attempt to teach.

Clark, Ann D. and Charlotte J. Richards, "AUditory DiscriminationAmong Economically Disadvantaged and NondisadvantagedPreschool Children," Exceptional Children, 33,1966, 259-262.
The authors adhere to Deutschls theory that the economically

disadvOntoged are deficient in laziguage development and possess
poor auditory discrimination. This studk is an attempt to doc-

ument that theory, and to determine whether there are sex dif-

ferences in auditory disCrimination.

Fifty-eight children enrolled in a Headstart)program were
chosen for the study. Twenty-nine were classified as economically

dcsadvantaggd and 29 as economically nondisadvantaged. Analysis
of covarieince was used to remove the effgcts of I.Q. and chron-

ologieal age. '14he racial distribution in the two groups was

equivalent. The Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test was admin-
istered to both groups. This test requires subjects to respond
"same" or "different" to 100 liars of words presented orally in
three subtests

The nondisadvantaged children made significantly fewer

14
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errors than the disadvantaged children (p ;001) on the test ,EL

a whole, and the same was true for each of the subteits. A-

. t median test on the error sores showed no relationitip bbtween

sex and errors (chi squa7q = 1,24; p ..50), .

-

. 4 . ,f
The authors conclultd that preschool disadvantagied children

do exhibit significant'deficiencies in aUditoriliseimination.

They Suggest that auditory discrimination issessmentand train-.
;

ing be included in the educational programplfór-tfie disadvantaged.

They also suggest:further research tc4tOrmine whAthe dehcit ,

first-becomes apparent so that-preventative, rather than remedial,
v. .

4 help can be given,

Cohen, S. Alan and Gita S. Kornfeld., "Oral Vocabulary and
Beginning geading in Disadvantaged Black Children,"

.

The Beading Teacher, 24 (October 1970),' 33-38.

&hen and Kornfeltconcede that black children hale smaller

vocabularies and less experience iriaabeling and categorizing

than middle class children. They argue, however, that this

vocabulary deficiency is not great enoulth to account for read-

ing retardation in the primary grades.

The authors note that D.R. Thomas' study (1962) dealing

with the oral vocabulary of low SES urban kindergarten children

is frequently quoted. This study, however, underestimates the

children's vocabulary size as a result of several biasing factors:

(1) a possibly unfavorable social context during the interview

situation (2) short duration of interviews (3) a confusion of
#

conceptual vocabulary with articulation, e.g., the word "walked"

waa Considered unknown to the child if he only used the wor;c1.

15



"walk". Cohen and Iornfiad revised the Thomas vocabulary list

tor disadvantaged children soleillyby aiiMinating infiected forms

from thq unknown list when, the noninflected forms appeared -on

the known list., This process reduced the unknown list.from 38.9%

to 21.2% in five .non-larban first grade ieaders, from 15% ,to 11.1%

in a basic work list from basals, from 311 to'12%.in the Bank

Street Readers and frome51.34to 16:3% in the Chandler Readers._ ,
1

'The authors conclude.that,beCauge they didfnbthing to cor-

rect for the biasing effects ot the first two factori, their

corrected results still represent the most conservative measure
5

of conceptual 4ocabulary: Reading failure among disadirantaged

urban children;.they claim, cannbt ba attributed to a lack of

vocabulary.

Deutsch, Aertin. "T1AE Role of ocial Class in Language Develop-
ment and Cognitiott er - Journal 2f Orthonerchiatri,
35 (January 1965),

.

In this study, Deutsch atte HO ted to identify theNferceptual,

linguistic, and conceptual gatterns of disadvantaged children

which set them apart from iheir more advantaged classmates.

wo hundred and ninety-two first and fifth grade children-from(IT

/
vartbus.racial groups and social classes comprised the popula-

,

tion in this study. Various tests)1 designed to measure over

100 variables concerned with home background , language fUnction-

ing, conceptual behavior, sub4components of ladguage, etc., were

administered to the children. The present article does not

report on all the data obtained fiom ithese tests, but focuses

on 42 variables related to cognative functions; especially,

language variables. The performance of both age groups on the

16
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42 tau!cs are correlated with race and w th SES. Inthe first
I

.5

.
7rade sample only six variables correla d with race alonev,

. . ,\ C ,

N.
nineteen correlated with SES alone, and tz with bbth.'4 Of 43 .

,

scores for the fifth -raac sample, six corre

alone, 10 with SES'alone, and-12 with both.

ated with race -

"plus, .correlations

ith race were'found in eir:ht variaDles for the first ade

'Toon and in 18 Po% the fifth rade. group. Deutsch ob ed

that,amPr7.the variable:1.in which poorer pc formance was re.=
. ,

. lateri.to,race, the functIons Anderlying the'tadks were-related

abstraction; verbalization; and experi tigliy de endent.

-enumeration. H9wever, not all measures relectin7 these func-
-

tiors were related to race.

,)eutseh belietre that his findings are sicnificant in

that they conform to.the cumulative deficit hypothesis. He

noncludos that poor home environment Plus minority group.status

result:: in children Who are apparently less capable of hand-.
A,

tellectual and linguistic tasks. Schooling, he beli-

eves, possibly adds to the problem by making the child more

aware pf this inferior caste status. The child is also awa

of is "7rammatical ineptness," says Deutsch, and there-

!Thre, is reluctant to conminicate when in school. Because

Verbal communication breaks down, the child's onportunities

to learn are restricted. 'Deutsch suggests that the schools'

remeial andenrichment programs follow deValonmental staces,

anr tl-at curriculum chanr,cs be introduced at the earliest

possible time-in order to' arrest the cumulative defici.

17
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.Erickson,'Prederipk David."11"get You Honkyt": 1 New Look at
Blacr.Dialect'anCthe Schooli" EleAttary, Enf4ish, 46, 425-517.

Tee Bernstein hypothesis states tiatjower-class speakers
St'

use' a "restricted" Unguistac code in that the meaning of a word
. .

or phrase is noi specific, but determined by the social

; context. 'The "elaborated" code of the. middle class, on the '

:%ther hand,' does not rely on the social'context for meaning AI

IsCause- words 'tend to be more4pecific and sentenCes more pre-
\

cisely coAstructed. This viei of language implies a direct rela-

tionship between social class And language.stile:

I....9e present article,' Erickson sugkests that'there is an
.

.
.

$.. .

intervening factor between sockal claas and language dtyle., He
-\

N,
refers to' this factor as "the_shared context.principle." This

.

prinCiple holds that When speakers slyre the same background and
. ,

point of view, a restricted code can function as preciselY as

an elaborated code. TAus, the more the speak rs have in common,

the more economical the speech can become and ndt suffer a loss
-.A i,

in meaning. The author's exploratory study ,of language styles

of lower-class Negroes and middle-Class Caucasians lendscredf&a

to this theory.' He found that both lower class and middie-class

subjects shifted back and foAh betwden relatively.restricted

and relaIlvely elaborated °codes depending 'on the context.

While the codes were related to social class in the wrAy Bernstein

suggested, neither grouP seemed bound to one.langua style

excluallay. The author ai observed that extr 4bstract

concepts-were being communkated. in the restricted code.'4. :

This study, says Erickstii: contains seteral implications

( .
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for teachin(; black dialect speakersl (1) the term "linguistic

deprivation" should not be used categorically; black dialect can

be uAd to Communicate complex ideas provided t teacher shares

.the context of the speakers (2) 'teachers must be ome sensitive,

-to the context nrincinle and Allow children io use It4 code that

is annropriate to the situation (3) there is a need for teaChers
---r

as Well as others, to understand that_nelaborated cddek and

"stanOard 77;n:Iish" are-hot.synonymous; standard E ish sPeakers,
A

. )

% tilcy use standard zrammar, usually do,nottneak; in the

elabora.ted code'that is used for writteh standard ,English (4)

,6-1e.reatri6ted cole,can.be very efficient and itfective ihen

r.

4

in aa approp iate 44,

,ohnl_Ve7-a r. "lie Intellectual Development of Slun Chil(5.ren:
Some piieliMinary Findings," American Journal gf OrthonsI-
ehiatrlr, 33 (October 1963), 813-822

. a
ctud.y fOpuzes on three aspeeCts of the intellectual

(..-eler)merit of ::c7ro children from various social classes:

labelin:, relatin,,and categorizin7. The author used-174 1:ogro

childre:,1 from three socialclasses as subjects (Class I=lower-

1ow-1r class, Class Ti= upper-lower class, dnd Class III=

7irdle-class). Sixty-nine children were first graders and 105'

were fiftl- c-raders. Three hypotheses were tecited: (1) lower-
,

class and middle-clas:; children would differ little'in labell

tasks that required only enumeratin7, but they wduld mani-

'rt dlar;cdifferences in labeling tasks that required integratinc

i.c., titlirc: the pictures (2) middle-class children would be

atore 75_11fu1 in reiating their responOs to stimul_.

1 9
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there would be moreiorammatical similarity betlen the stimulus
s. .

words ancl, their re!vonses (3) lower-class children would clas-

.sify test stimuli according to functional criteria rat,per than'l
e-

logiJcally,consistent categories.

'The Peabody Picture Vocabulary-Test (P14T),_ WISd Voca7

bulary. Test, end the Verbal identification Test (developed bST

th:,-author) T:ere used to test labelinrbehavior. Thel were

no statistically ti7,nificant differences in'the descriptive

(enlinerating) or integrative behavior .nioti firtgt. chil=

dren, fimong fifth r7raders, however, Class III children id

cinificantly better .(p.o5) han §1§.4Lia.Md.II-Jildren on

1.11.73 Vofa

this ;.roup.

ulary-Test tR ic.uas not given to
ro,

On the WOrd ASsociatiork-
..

tf used to' t the second

hypthesis, no signi-eicant dicterences we e found among social

classes at either first or'40fth grade,level.

.ConcepttSbrting Test, used to test the third hypothesis

was riven to o nly, half the children in each group. Among the

first graders no statistically significant differences were

obtained. The middle-class fifth graders, however, did signif-,

icantly better than*the lt)wer-class fifth graders on this test

(p.05). They sorted their cards'into fever Piles and gave

More explicit explanations of the basis of their sorting.

John eonclndec from thesOindinje that the home environ-

Ment of the lower class child 'hampers him in_the acquisition of
- *

20



abstract and intnrrative language. That sirnificant diffe/4nces

n performance emerred at the fifth rather thdt the first grade.

lo 01, Johrtbelieves is due to the fact that all young children

47 ( eyardless of social class) are primarily occupied with acqui-

basic lanruag97 skills.

bov, "The logic of Nonstandard English, "in James
Alat', (Ed.), Report of the 20th Annual Round Table

"eeting on Liner,uistics and Language StUdies. Washington,
Georzptlown University Press, 197041-43.

fn thi rtirle, Labov quotes transcripts frqm interviews

with r1E speakersoto supnort his belief that the Negro non-,

standard dialect ir totally adequate for conveying logical, co,1-

anft abstract as. He makes no apology for the fact that

. his beliefs are riot backed up,with evidence from controlled
-

cxoeri,:ents. In fact, he contends that Bereiter and Encrelmann,

.Jensen, and a host of otheri who have' furnished data which have
4

sunnorted, the verbal deficiency"theory have mistakenly believed

that ere can contr01..for language respois by controlling

the sti.-iulUsAuestions. Lv argues that the social situation

is the moSt powerfla determlnant oflinguisticbehavthr. The

tnstin7 situation4,like the classroom situatiOn, is likely to

reoresert a hostile and threatening environment to the :ISE

speakir7 child. Pq consequently reacts i-n a defensive manner

by makinrr minimal responses_to the questions.asked him. The

i_rtervnunr or tearhnr come:: away- from the situation convinced

that the child lacks language ability and perhaps intellienee

r.s Labov furnishes a'transcript.that (Irarlatically ill-

ustrates hc0,7 a
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"ilonverbal" MIA became quite verbal whqp:the interview

situation IS chanL;ed to a more relaxed,
party-like,situation.

211- author says that compensatory programs designed to
% teach "lanua-e",to the dialect speaking,child ape based 6n

t.hc belief that the nonstailard dialect is fnade-
, f

quate for carrying verbal reasoninr.,. -ehis belief has arisenA`
because teachers. nj psychologist have Onfused,surfaceform

I:"

.
dfo_explictiness vith lOgic, 0.-, assu inn. t' the NSE.

4 ,
-4

. 1
form "T don't want none" lonlically means thatt the child-is

sayin& 411k uani; .one." LaboTackeowler that 1.43 speaking child-
,

-ren necd'help in analysing surface form and being More explicit.
is Lhe school ero!-yams, however, rather that the child,

which mrt chane in order to make this help possible. T achers
and 0th s must recoem17.e the fact that IISE is a,sy ic

for of speech which serves the needs of it: 'ers adequately.

2h /author claims that it may not be desirable to indiscrimi-..

nately each all middle-class verbal habit.s to the NSE Speaker;

many_stanc!ard English forms are merely stylistic or teven

dynfunctional.

l'cConinell, Freeman and Joe D. Robertson. "Autto4 Perceptualtills of Cul rally Disadvanta:;ed Children," in-Hala, Romportl and Janota (Eds.), Proceedings of .,the.Sixth lnteriatiora1 Congress'of Phonetic Seiendes.'Prague: Academ a; 1970, 625-629.-

'hn authors tested three groups of. 15 children each

(eulturallg disvantaged, Caucasian) in order to determine

whether ::ocial class differences or ethnic dificrences would
be found in the icsults of'threc tests of auddtory abilities.
..he tests .

2



used were: (1) Auditory Word Memory Test--rtiquires child

retain a series or words in sequence (2) Auditory

requires child to synthesize words when their in

nemeS am presented in Order,!but with a timedelay betweentthe

lending--

dual phè-

phonemes (3) a speech sound discriminatiOn te t-=reqUires child

to disc iminate identical and different word pairs.

.Results shOwed thalt both

slinificantly better than the

all three tests (p.05). The

differ eignificantly from one

culturally adiiintaged groups.did

culturally disadVantaged.group ont:

two middle-class groups did not ,

another on the Auditory Word T,

Memory Test or the speech sound drscrtmination test. On the

Auditory Blending, however, vne'advantaged Negro group fell below

the Caucasian trouP. The mean scores of the advantaged Negro

grout.) on this test fell exactly halfwey between the disad taged

Negro group and the advantaged (lemma/an group.

The authors conclude that thwladvantaged groups' superiority

on these.tests was most likely due to'e)ore'structured hoMe

environment, that was more olducive to developing auditory

perceptual skiiis.

Prehm, Herbert J. "Concept Learning in Culturally`:Disadvantaged
Children4s a Function of Verbal Pretraining," Bxceptional
Children, 32 (MAy 1966), 599-604.

The purpose of this study 4.111 to determine whether verbal

pretraining would effect performance on a concept acquisitton

task and whether the effects of the pretraining would carry

over to another concept acquisition task-on which the subjects

had not received pretraining.

2 3
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Subjects included 27 higher risk (mean I.Q. of children in

family was 83ror less) and 27 lower riik (mean I.Q. of Cqldran. 10
k

in lamily was 84"or above) culturally disadvantaged children

ranging.in eke from four to seven years. Nine subjects in each

Vlsk group were randomly assigned to one of-three pretraining

groups;* verbal label, attehtion or control. All groups 'ere
given cards td sort into piles according to various cancepts,o

(e.g.-, shape or numher.of Anes on ce:rds, etc.)*, but the verbal
n

lahelomup was 'tolsk the name of each card and asked,tO repeat

the name.as it was sorted, while the attention group merely

sorted the cards according to the. relevant criteria, and th

:control group sorted them unsystematically. After this pre-.

training session, subjects were immediately presented with the'
.%

'first t sfer task using the same stimul s dreterials used in
pretr 'rang. They were then presented. with t eco d transfer

task using materials.to be sorted according to diff ent dimen-,

sill With no.pretraining.

Results revelied no significant differences between higher

"and lower risk subjects in performance, but the effect of pre-'

training we's' statistically significant on'bottasks (p<.001).
The.varbal label group attained the _concepts in significantly

fewer trials than the attention and control grodPs (pc.025), and
the attention group ttatned-them in fewer trials than the

control group (p<.02 )., Pr40-concludes that both attention td
tcie ipelignent aapects of a stimulus situation and verbalization

have a positive effect on the conceptual.performance of disad-

vantaged Children.

2 4
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A
Riesman, Prank. ."TWe Overlook6 Positives of Disadvantaged

.Groups," The journal of Regro, Education, 33; 1964,.225-231.

Riesman focuses on some'of the strong points that'frequently

characterize the cognitive styl, of. many Aisad*antaged individual

',He notes that tile premium Placed On Speed in.our Culture results-
..

$

N,4,1in teaChersieque.ting a fast thinking and wcirking.stylewith,l.

"bright"-and slow
e
think4g and styles withc"dull:f1,He

points OnA' that a Tupill 1#y be slOw/Pbecause he,ii _extremely'

acareful, because he refuses to jump to conOisions,.or because

411.11e needs, to manually manipulate sOmethtng connected to a task

in order to understand it; He conoludes that there is no reason

to assume tit/it there are not a greatmany slow, but gifted and

Creative, chiedron.

RieSman'says tha teachers seldom recognize the.verbal

strengths or disadvntaged children because they expect them / .

to be nonverbal and don't attempt to alter the classroom s tua-'
.

tion or activities in a way that would be conducive to elicit-
, $ /

ing uninhibited language Performance. Also, while it may be
4

true,that disadvantaged childiendo not posseasad elaboratedb

a language style as middle-class children, there is no reason

to%assume that their language cannot be enriched mr that it is

not adequate for leaining."

He also cites parents' positive attitude toward education

cooperalveness and mutual aid of the extended family, lack Of

parental over protection, humor, freedom from being word bound,

a problem7centered rather than_ abstract-centered mental style and

a physical and visual learning style as strengths a these,childre/
that can be diawn upon in the education process.
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Shriner, Thomas H. and Lynn lkiner. Norphological Structure;"
in the Language of Disadvantagg and Advantaged Children,"
Journal of Speech and Hearing setirch, 11 (September 1968),
605-610.,

...--..

r. ,

I

This article reports Vie results of 0 study in 'which two(1

groups of preschool dhildreh.were tested for.their abilitrto

apoly morphologlcal rules to unfamiliar situations. Subjects

---rhcluded 50 childreh, 25,adVantaged and 25.disadvantaged. Sub--
.

the advataged groUp, were melphea to subjects in the

disalvantaged group on the basis of sex and mental age. thenor
0 lo4ecal age ranied from 3 years, 5 mmnihe to 5 years, 8 monthe.

with a mean age of 4 years, 8 months. Average I.Q. (determined
0

by PPVT) of the advantaged children was$9.3 compare& to 89.7-

tor the Aisadvantaged Children. One part of-the test consiste&

(-of 20 items designed to assess the child's expressive.knowledge

of noun pluralizations,.verb4forms, and possessives; the other

part consisted of 10 items deSigned to test receptive knowledge

of.noun pluralizations'. The Child was,required to,generate

the correct fori.,Yof a nonSense word pictured on a stimulus card

or to point to".the picture which illuetrated a.stimulus nonsense

word (e.g., "This Le a gleep. Now there are two ."). .

A comparison of scibreslt the two groups revealed no statis-

tically signeicant differences. Both groups became more adept

at applying the morphological rules"- mental age increased.

Chronological age was the only v iable considered relevant which

was not controlled,: The authors, therefore.,° evaluated the'effect,

of the difference baween the average ciological ages of the

two groups, but the resultie.ng t-ratio xas nonsigntficant.
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Within-group and between-group comparisoms were made to test

\ for differences in sexotsubtest items, and reseptive vs.

expressive abilities, none of the resulting t-ratios aPproached

significance,at the .05 level.

The authors conclude that there was no difference in the

advantaged and disadvantaged group's ability to apply morpho-

comoetence to unfimiliar situations,

Yth0,3ermslculturally.aditantaged" and "cult

suggest theit

ly disadvilleaged"

may be misnomers when relevant variables.are controlled.

Sigel, Irving and Cereta Perry. "Psycholinguistic Diversity
Among 'Culturally Deprived' Children," American Journal
of Orthopsychiatry, 38 (January 1968), 122-126. Alimi

Simel and Perry argue that, contrary to what most educators

seem tp believe, "culturally deprived" children do-not constitute

a homogeneous classificatory group, This study attempted to

document this belief.

Twenty-five Negro preschoolers ranging from three'to six

yea*m of ago were tested on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic

Abilities (ITPA), These children were all enrolled in a nursery

school program located in a "culturally deprived" krea.

ern.
The distribution of scores on the nine subtests is given,

and then compared to an ITPA standardization sample. While the

study group's mean scores on all subtests except auditory vocal

sequencing and auditory deCoding were lower thmn,theOnational .

sample, the variability of scores was much greater for the study

sample. The standard deviation was Pori than 50% of the mean

in most of the subtests for the-study group,. whereas the standard.
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deviation "was never once more than 9* of the mein in the

standardization sample. .The4uthors also repost a considerable

within-child variability, though.individual scores are not given

in this article. They also report that test-related behavior,

sucb-as-spontaneous cOnversations, questions, etc.,demonstrated

even further linguietic.diversity among these children.

The authors conclude.that the diversity of language ability

among these children make such labelsic "culturally depritred".

not only useless,. but harmful. When classificatory labels are

necessary, they should reflect realisticendlagnostically'

valuable typologies.

Smith, Herbert W. and Theodore May. "Influence of the Examiner
on the ITPA Scores of Negro Children," Plrohological
;snorts, 20, 499-502.

Smith and Nay use4osix examiners Whose race, sex and test-4

ing experience varied to test 171 low SES Negro children in

order to determine whether examiner vartability influenced

the children's performance. The over-all language score and

ilia subtests reflected significant examiner differences. -Negro

examiners consistently elicited higher scorea, but only one

subtest revealed two clearly separate patterns related to the

examiner's race.

The authors conclude that the extent of variability among

relatively untrained examiners suggests that any normative infor-
0

mation on the ITPA should contain detailed information concerning

the experience and tiaining of examiners. More studies are

needed to identify the sources of this variation.
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Weaver, JosePh and Ann Weaver. "Psycholinguistic Abilities°
of Culturally Deprived Negro Children," American Journal
of Mental Deficiency, 72 (September 1967), 190-197.

1

The authors' purpose-in this sttidy was to investigate the
. ,

language patterns of culturally,deprived Negro children,oThey
S.

cite prior studies which indicate that educable and trainabre

mentally retartiedchildren, hen tested on the ITPS, exhibit 8

language pattern that is- fferent,from the normal population.

"he authqiils predicted that culturally depkived children would

enl,ibit a language Pattern similar to that of retarded children

when tested on the ITPA in that their scores on auditory and

vocal channels would be significantly lower.than scores on

visual and motor channels, their total ITPA scores, and their

1irv2uage ar:e scores would be signifiantly lower than their

mental ar-es.
1

1,:ho subjects were selected from the Early Training for

Culturally Deprived Children project (Gray and Klaus, 196).

Three Trot= were formed: 22 children trained for two summers

`(T1); 21 children trained for one summer (T2); and 18 children

constituting the-control group. The ITPA was administered to

the three grown.

The languar:e patterns, as represented by the subtest scores,

of all three groups were highly similar. An analysis of variande

revealed significant differences between groups on only three

subtests: on visual-decoding, Tl and T2 scored higher than

T3; on auditory vocal Tl and T2 also scored higher than T3;

2 9
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and on visual motor sequencing, T2 scored higher than T1 and T3.

An analysis of the ITPA total scores indicated that the T1 and

.'T2 groups had done significantly better than.the T3 grown

When the subtestS were categorized by channels, the authors'

hypothesis that auditory and vocal scores would be significantly

lower than visual and motor scores was upheld. The spores-,

indicated that culturally deprived children utilize the folloir-

ing channels in descending order: visual motor, vocal, auditory.

The hypothesis that culturally deptived subjects would earn

language ages significantly lower than their mental ages was

jpheld (pc.001). The hypothesis that the !cores oat the vocal

encoding subtest would be lower than their total ITPA scores

was not upheld. Thus, the language patterns of culturally

deprived children were similar to those of mentally retarded
.

children in the relationthip.of auditory and vocal scores to

visual and motor seores, and in language score to mental age,

but not in vocal encoding score to total ITPA ioors.

Williams, Frederick and Rita Naremore. "On the Functional
Analysis of Social Class Differencis in Nodes of Speech,"
Speech NIonographe, 36 (June 1969), 77-102.

In this study Williams and laremore attempt to obtain

empirical evidence that will shed light on Bernstein's theory

of restricted and elaborated language codes. While-previous

studies of thts nature focused on soaal clliss differences in

speech in terms of leqical and gi.ammatical details, the present

study focuses on what demands are-made upon the spetker in a

particular communication situation and how the speakers from

30
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two sootallasses uti ze. their language tilcopeirithl'that

f 27-

*situation.

Leaguage,'samples:were obtained from the Detroit Dialect
Stucpir (Shuy, tolfram and Riley) tapes. The authors chose 20

;.tapes,Of children, from Oarents ei a relatively high social .dlasf
and 20 from children of parents of a.relatiVely'lOw Social class.
Eack,group had an equal number of boys and girls, Negroes and

'A
whites. On the tapeb, the interyiewers had discussed three

6
tolites.with the children--games, TV,_,aild.job aspirations. The

*
interviewers' questions (referred to as "probe-constraints")

were of three varieties: (1) simple--could be answered with
yes or no (2) namingcould minimally be answered by proidding

a name or list of names (3) elaboration--required an explanation,
description, or some kinedistory-telling by the child. The
authors devised methods of classifying the.language uied by the
children in their responses in functioially-oriented,terms.

They .accounted ror syntax, response (le (whether the response
. .# saceimple, naming, etb.),

grammatical-perspective (the referen-
tial focus used, i.e. self-singular, generalized you, etc.),- arid

.,.-

response organization (t#e degree to which parts of the response
related to the rest of it) inpthese. classifications.2

The results are.reported for each social class under each
of the categories which the aUthors set up. A further breakdown

gives information on how responses.differed..acoording
to sex and

race. .Some of the more important findings are as follows. The
probe co traint had a significant influence on the response

I .*
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q,
styles of both social classes. While-the lower-class childr n

generally had more of a tendency-to supply minimally' soceirtabl\41

responses to simple and naming probeyonstraints, there was no

significant difference between the risponse style of the two

grolbs under the elaboration constraiet. In the grammatical

perspective category, the-lower-class children generally mule

more use of the aelf-singular perspective, While the higher.

class children generally m4e more use of the third person. This

pattern was found in the games and aspiration topics, but both

groups tended to respond to the TV topic in the third person.

An analysis oillesponse organization again revealed topic related

differences as will as SES related) differences. The higher

status group had significn&Jakgher organisational indices

in the overall comparieon,on the Ty rela,t_edeepAn6es, but

there,kas no significant difference on the games or aspirations

topic. The analysis of data also revealed that lower class

children madlOsignificantly tore request interjectiohs than

upper-alass children, i.e., more often asked the interviewer to

clarify the question or kind of response he wanted.

Vhe authors conclude that while the lower status children',

tended to reflect a more context-centered style of speech and

the higher status children a more topic-centered style, it is

important to note that all children met the communicative demands

of the situation. The-contrast in.the data was provided by the

higher status child's willingness to go beyond what was minimally

demanded in the situation. They present their own outline of

3 2



modes of speech which modifies Bernstein's, and also takes

into account till function of speech in various communication

situations.
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Section B: Dialectology

Although seVeral detailed desc4ptiva.Atudiisi of the

Negro nonstandard dialect have been done, they are' not pre-

sented here because' it was thought that an isolated report

.of the distinguishing features of this dialect (or any otheX)

Would, be of little help to-the educator Who lacks a.background.

41.inguistics. Instead, most of the articles included in 1-_

this section are of a more general nature. They should prove
r7.1.1.;'..

y helpful in giving the reader some understanding of the types -° ' -d ,
4' ..-of problems that nonstandard speakers face in our educationalr'''

.-

4:
,

system. They shOuld also give the reader a better understanding .

.-
,

.

. A 4--of theliature of dialectrresearch and its reiationship to thel

pment of bettf;r instructional programs.
'

*-

:::. . ,
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Baratz, Joan. "A Bi,Dialectal Task for Determining Language
Proficiency in Economically Disadvantaged Negro Children,"
Child Development, 40 (1969), 889-901.

The author compared.the.abilqy of standard and donstandard

Speakers to repeat standard and nonstandard sentences in orcier

to test the hypothesis that the Negro nonstandard dialect differs

from standard.EnglIsh in a regular, well-ordered way. Negro L.

third and,fifth.'graders from a Washington, D.O. inner city

school and Caucasian third and fifth graders from a.Washington
*-

suburban school were asked-to repeat each of 30 tape recorded

sentences after hearing it twice. Fifteen sentences were in NSE

and 15 were in standard English.

. The .data were analysed to determine how certain standard

arid nonstandard grammatical structures were handled by the

speakers of each race and grade. Analysis of variance on the

-standard sentences showed that the white subjects performed sig-

nificantly better thad the Negro'subjects on repeating them(p(.001).

Significant differences in performance within subjects were

obtained on grammatical features P40001), the interaction of,
*

race and grammatical features(pc.001), and the interaction of
. .....

age and grammatical features (p<.05).

Analysis of variance on the nonstandard sentences showed

that Negro subjects did significantly'better than white subjects

on repeating th-eh (p<.001). Significant differences in perform-
,

ance within subje ts were.obtained on grammatical features (p<.001)

and.the nteatjApf race and gramftatical features (R<:001),

but no signif fferences were found in the interaction of

age and gr atures.
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Analysis of the grammatical errors made by the Negro

children in repeating the.standard sentences showed that they

,tended to be consistent, e.g.,they consistently\eft the "s"
'r

off the third person singular construction, consistently used

double negatives, etc. Analysis of the grammatical errors

made by the white children ,in rePeating the nonstandard aeç.es
showed that they,too,tended to be consistent in their errors:-'

Baratz concludes that each grOup made similar errors when

confronted with a dialeCt different than its own because it *had

diffitulty in switchLug codet=not because either group had a .

"language deficiency."' She also concludes that Negro children,

like white-children, are generally not bi-dialectal and tend to

have interferenbe problems from their own dilect when attempt-

ing to speak a different dialect. She warns educators against

using standard English as criterion tor teets that seek to

determine how well. a Negro child has developed/language ability

because these tests will only measure ho4 well he has learned

standard English grammatical_structures.

Davis, A.L. "Dialect Research and the Needs of the Schools,"
Elementary English, 45 (May 1960,558-560.

.
. . .

The author states that the knowledge gained thus far in

dialect research is only the starting point for a better under-,-

standing of teaching linguistically different students. -Very

littlesresearch Ihas been. done, for example, in the area of

non-verbal communication. It,would be helpful for educators

to know_how tone-of-voice signals vary from one dialect to

36
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anothetand how eye-contact, culturally acceptable dist.ances

between speakers, etc. vary. tere is a need for more research
.

.

on nonstandard dialecti.other than Negro nonstandard'i e:g. the

dialect spoken in Many parte of Appalachia. o, there is a
need for more information on.how to teach such 'roups as the

Navaho 'whose ldnguage reflects a world view that ii different

from that of English speaking people.

. The information already provided by'dialect,research

be reflected in classroom instructional programs.

Dillard, J.L. "The English Teacher and the Language of theNewly Integrated Student," Teac4ers College Record .469(November 1967), 115-120.

Dillar'Ll discusses the possibility that some of thelinguisti

features of the Negro nonstandard dialect may be traced to Eng-
.

lish-based Oreoles. Some of the nonstandard. Negro-syntactic
forms, especially, have much in common with English-based Creoles.

These aspects of the Negro dialect are most prevalent,in the._

speech of young children. As the children grow older, they tend
to use more of theAltandard forms and droP the archaic forms.

This-process As referred to as age-grading. The author believes

4,hat.age-grading studies must.be carried wit before grade-bygrade
pedagogical materials can be accurately designed These studies
might also shed light on the distincti*.between dialect forms,

and language abquisitiOn forms.

Because the child's dialect 'is, most different from the-
,

standart at the agetwhen he enters school, Dillard'bellevya

that dlandar4 English should be taught as a second languagep

S
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Asing quasi-foreign langus:ge iechniques. This would mSke clear

to the child.the differences in the two dialects and would help

eliminate interference problems.
.r

Labov, William., "Stages in the Acquipttion of StandArd.English,°
in Roger W. Shuy (Ed.), Social Dialects and Lan ua e
.Learnin . Champaign, IlITEN:--ETY3EaTUouncil o

, eachers of English, 1964, 77-103.

The author reports on a study Of English usage by peOple

of New York City which diMonstrated that adults from All social

classes regard some forws of speech as'stigmatized ahd Other

forms as prestige forms. Furthermore, the Adults in this study,
.(

regardless of sociill class, tended to use more stigmatized forms
,

in-casual speech and more*prestige forms in foImal situations.

Though the number of stigmatized and prestige jorms usedivaried

according to the social claSs of the speaker, all classes seemed

io share the same norms to definelAbtyitis as prestige-or

stigmatized.,

Labov then turns his attentiolvto childAn tn order to'

. ascertain how they acquire these adult-langUage norms. He'

suggests that there are six stages in the acquisition of the

full range of spoken English:
(1) the basic grammar--child'achieves this under influence

of parents as,a preschooler;
.

(2) the vernacular-nthis important stage tares place in the
, preadolescent years as the Child learns to use the local
dialect in a manner that is consistent with that of his
friends;

(3) social perception--begins witti earl,y_adolescence
child is exposed to othar speech follis and beco
aware of their existence;

.

(4) stylistic variation-lohild begins tp.,learn how to
modify.his speech in the direction(Of,the prestige
form in formal eituations, typically occurs in high-
school;

.38
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.

(5) the consistent standard--often n4 acquired at all,
especially by thode below' the middle social class;qmid

(6) the full range--speaker is bi-dialectal, but few people
attain this level because they seem to loose the abillay
to shift "downwards" as they master prestige forms.

.Labov lists -isolation from standard speakers, structural

interference and conflict of value y tems as possible explana-
L

tions for the fact that most lowe -class speakeis don't reach

levels five and six in language quisition., He ofters.two

solutions to this problem: .early t aininmpinlOrder,to allow/

the Child to enter level five at'a higher point ihan he no0eI1y

does, or special training which increases the normal rate of

acquisition of standard English.,
.

Labov; William. "Some Sources of Reading ProbleMs stor Negro
Speakers of Nonstandard English," in Joan Baratz and
Roger W. Shuy (Eds.), Teaching Black Childeen to Read.
Washington, D.C.: Center for ARAIWTMEED7tics7-Tg69, 29-67.

Labov outlines some ef the features,v.thich distinguish the

Negio nonstandard dialect from. 4tandard English. Examples of .

phonological differences such as r-lessness, 1-lessnessi simpli-

fication of consonant clusters, and weakening of final COnsonants

are cited. These differenbes in pronunciation result in a,

large number of homonyms in the speech of many Negro children

(sure = shore, tin = ten, Ruth = roof, etc.).. Labov notes that

such pronunciations are not'a "slip of the tongua;" they are

consistently used. The Negro child is quite likely to be

misunderstood by a standard lhglish speaker when these phono-

logical differences coincide with important grammatical differ-

ences. For' instance, the loes of final /1/ effects the formation

of future tenses of verbs. Thus,, "they'll" becomes "they",
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"he'll" becomes "he," ete, This.does not indicate, as the
standard English speaker May assume,'that the child does not '

:understand the future tense. His knowPdge of the meaning of
this grammatical structure is. evidenced by frequent usage of
"going to" and similar phrases.. The copula., past tense of miSbs,

1and the -ed Suffix are Either grammatical features which are-

likely to tbe affected in the same manner.:

Labov discusses:the consequences of these phonological .anct

grammatical characteristics for the teactiiit of reading: He
advises the teaeher,to accept the system of homonyms and to
carefully determine whether the, child undel.stands the grammatical
coneept*it question-%before correcting his oral residing.

Loflin, Marvin D. "A Teaching Problem in Nonstandard Negro
Englis4 Journal., 56 (Decekber 1967), 1312-1314.

. Loflin believes that studying the strueture of nonstandard
dialects is a prerequisite for teac e Enhinstandard glish to nen-.

mtandard speakers. He illustfates.his,point by presenting a
sentence in nonstandard .Etglish vhich could cause structural

'interference for,the student if the teacher did not understand_
the grtmmer which generated it. The sentence, "The chicken
been ate" (as opposed to "The chicken been ate") does not

translate into the standard Engliah passive form, "The chicken
haS been eaten." Inst.:41,d, t is a response to the question,
"Ain't the chicken ate (something) yet?". In order to under-
stand the difference between these two sentences, and otherS
using the been + verb form', the teacher must understand that
Negro nonstandard English, in addition to having the passive
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4orm which can be generated by standard &Wish rules, has a

nonpassive form which can not be generated by,standard English

rules. It is, however, governed by a Negro nonstandard rule;

in the environment of verb + past, emphatic stress becomes bien.
1Y

Thus, Loflin.maintains that the teacher who,views Negro none.

standard English as a deviation from4tandard English, and does

not understand it as a rule governed and systematic dialect,

can not always comprehend it, let alone effectively teach

students the standard dialect.

McDavid, Raven I. "American Social Dialect 221.113et English,26 (December 1964), 254-260.

iinlavid's article briefly describes the type of work

American linguists are doing to gain a better-understanding

of AmeriCan social dialects. He cites some of the problems

that confront speakers of a socially stimatized dialect and

discusses the linguist's role in helping,to'SOlve these problems.

He points out that the s%tity of American dialects is compli-

cated by the fact that there is no single standard dialect as

there usually is in European countries (e.g., Parisian French,

Moscow Russian, etc.). Instead, from Colonial times on, local

cultures have provided the standard pronunciation, grammar, and

vocabulary for their own particular areas. Thus, "standard"

speakers.in Atlanta Bostem, and San Francisco speak quite

different versions of "standird English;" and have different

ctiteria for distinguishing cultivated and uneducated speech.

Rapid iedustrializatiot and urbanization have accentuated

differences in dialects.

4 1
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.Because many dialects are secially stigmatised, the author

believes that the speakers of these dialects need to be bi-dialectal.

It is,the job of linguists, see geDavid, to identify the overt

stigmata of underprivileged dialects and help educators develop

language programs to teach the localletandart variety of speech.

An equally-important job forethem is_to help educate the public

to the fact that all varieties of lehguage are ".'..equally
*'normal in their origins, and are transmitted by pqrmal social

and cultural forces."

Peisach, Estelle. "Children's Comprehension of Teacher and Peer-Speech," Child Development, 36 (dune 1965), 467-480.

Reasoning from Bermstqijis theory that middle-class children *

develop elaborated and restricted language codes, while lower

class children develop only restricted codes, the autba'hypoth-

seised that the elaborated code spoken by most teachers would

be better understood by middle-class than by lower-class children.

She further hypothesised that children would comprehend their

peer's speech better if the speaker were. from the same socio-

economic background, and that Nigro children, xygardless of SES,

would comprehend Negro children's speech *better than that of 14

white children.

Sixty-four first Oade children and 127 firth grade children

aerved as subjects. Each grade level sample was comprised of

an approximately equal number of lower-class (SES I) and

middle-class (SES III) subjects, and ach socioeconomic class

sample was fairly well balanced for sex and race. The first
40

grade subjects were asked to orally restore words deletd fram

a
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samples of teachere speech samples which were read to them.

Theetfifth grade subjects were asked to restore words deleted

from the speech of children representing different socioeconomic

backgrounds and racial groups as well as teachers' speech.

Responses were'scored on the bases of absolute correctness,

contextual correctness (response was not identical to deletion,

but retained meaning of statement), and grammatical correctness

(response was same part of speech as deletion, even if meaning

differed).

Results from teachers' speech samples revealed an increase

in SES differences from first to fifth grade. The first grade

SESIII subjects were superior to the SESII subjects on the

contextual score only (N.05). The fifth grade SES III group

was superior to the SES I group on all three reeponse scores

(1)<.05). When I.Q. variations were controlled through analysis

of oovariance, none of these differences occurred. There were

no significant race differences at the first grade level.

White fifth grade children scored better than Negro children on

the absolute score only (p.05); this happened because the Negro

SES III children scored lower than SES III white children--the

Negro SES I children scored significantly higher than the white

SES I children (p<.05). Race differences were eliminated when

I.Q. was controlled. Analysis of covariance revealed that, in

spite of their higher mean I.Q., fifth grade boys scoi'ed signif-

,icantly_lower than fifth grade girls on absolute and contetebtftl

measures (p<.01).

4 3
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Results from peer-group speech samples,revealed significant

SES differences for all three measures; these differences remained

after controlling for I.Q. differences. While SES I subjects

did as well as SES III subjects on lower-class and Negro children's

3peech samples, SES III subjects did significantly better than

SES I sul;jects on the middle-class speech samples. (D(.01) and

on the hite speech samples (p(.0t). Though there was little

differenCe in the pertromanoe of Negro and white children on

the Negro speech samples, white children obtained a significantly

higher grammatical score than Negro children on the white.speech

samples (pc.05). Girls obtained significantly hicher absolute

and contextual scores than boys '(p4.01). A breakdblin of scores

by SES and sex revealed that SES I girls were superior to $ES I

boys on all three measures, whereas SES III boys and 4rls

scored approximately equally.

The author concludes that SES differences are considerably

more apparent in fifth than in first grade, and that SES is a

more relative factor than race in affecting performance on this

type of test. In all cases, it was the score that correlated

.40 or above with I.Q. that showed SES differences; thus, again

demonstrating the interrelationship between language skills and

I.Q. test performance. Though relatively few Negro-white

differences showed Up in this study, one was that Negro SES

III subjects' scores, relative to social class, were the least

adequate. The author suggests that Negro SES III children speak

two dialects and that their lower scores could reflect dialect

411Ir
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interference problems. In the cases where sex differences were

obtained, middle-class boys andogirls were equal in performance

while lower-class boys wergolideoxior to lower-class girls, lead-

ing the author to suggest that se* differences reflect differ-

ences in Motivation and training.

Shuy, Roger. "A Selective BibliographY on Social Dialects,"
The Linquistic.Reporter, 10 (June 1968), 1-5.,

Shuy's annotated bibliography is divided into three cateL

gories: Theoretical and programmatic aspects, research reports,

and pedagogical implications. There are 46 entries in the three

sections. This bibliography should fprove quite helpful to the

teacher who is interested in learning about social dialects and
4.

hOW to teach(dialect speaking students. ..,4401v

4

Shuy, Roger. Detroit Speech: "Careless, .41wkward and Inconsistent
or Systematic, Graceful and Regular," Elementary English, 45'
(May 1968), 565-569.

This article is a report on the research.techniques and

pedagogical applications of the very extensive Detroit dialect

study. The study was designed to answer these basic-questions:

(1) "What are the features of pronunciation, grammar, and vocabu-

lary which set off different social groups, races, age groups

and sexes from each other-in Detroit?"; (2) "What is the most

efficient way to gether this kind of data?"; (3) What is the

most efficient way to analyze this kind of data?" and (4) "What

will this information say to the English teacher?" Shuy dis_

discusses how Many and what groups of people were interviet4ed

and what kinds of information was elicited from-them. He relates

the,types of data analysis that aregnecessary to enable. the

45



rcsnarchers to describe how any one person's language patterns

differ from those of different and or the same social, racial,

and ae back7rounds.

Shuy notes that the inner-city Child is being asked to

urlearr 'a. perfectl good language pattern *in favor of -d,loher.

ln ths rocess, he is likely to have many learning.problems

stemmin,-; from the Alterference of his old dialect,

aricle should help the reader understand what is

i-7olva in studyinr, another dialect and what is involved in

lin;uistic data in a sociological frapewoi-k.

nernr,':'alll. "Social Dialnct Differences and the tlecall of
Verbal Vessageo," Journal of Educational Psychology,
60 ;Ju'l 1969), 194-199.

tandard En,-lish dialects can differ from standard

'1 in sema,Itic3, r;rammer, and phonetics. Weener's study

yEts ticsi-:ned to cee whefier thpoc dialect differences resulted

in a lack. of understandirr; of vei'bal messages'exchanf:ed between

r...pn'arrs of different dialocts.

?ive Procedures were carried out in order that tho effects

of' te Hialect d,ifferences lis'God above could be studted.

r"annlcc wore obtained from middlc-class and lower-class

7-ca1:crl. :he samples were then csAvorized according to their

arnro::Ination to .11,2.lish word order (AEWO) into first, semiel,

and fouL' order licts; the hi:her the order, the more closely

IL a')-o7i.-aLoo the stucture Cf' standar En:lish sentenncc,

p.nC ln.rer Lhe order,_bilc 7ore it apnro::imatcs a randomly
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selected group of words.from the English,dictionary. The lists

were then judged for source validity by adults who interacted

with both language groups; recordid, and presented to 24 first

grade subjects from each, language group. Bach subject was,

tested at two different timesby two different speakers (a

middle-class and a lower-class speaker) on both middle and

lower-class source material. Both middle and lower-class source

material were divided into firs, second,and fourth order ABWO
lists. The subjects were scored on their immediate recall

after the presentation of each list. The lisesults were as follows:
(1) speaker effects--The middle-class subjects recalled moreworda from the middle-class speaker than the lower-

class speaker.(p<.001). The lower-class subjects
also recalled more words from the middle-class
speaker, but the difference was not significant.
No significant difference Woe found between the
total number of words recalled by the two groups.

(2) source effects--The difference in the MO leVels of the
lists was designed to reveal whether both semantic
and syntactic properties of the lists would producedifferential recall performance. Neither group was
differentially affected by first, second or fourth
order MO lists to a significant degree.

Weener concludes that many lower-class children may develop

bi-dialectical comprehension skills, but speak only one of the

dialects. He points out, however, theetwo factors should be

considered in evaluating the results. First, the women who

contributed the lower-class samples were apparently more inclined

toward the middle class'than were the lower-class subjects.

Second, the ABWO procedure of collecting language samples

apparently produced a more formal speaking style than the lower-
*

class child would be likely to hear in a more informal setting.
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Section 0:
Language Programs for the Linguistically Different Child

at

Mostiof the itemi in this section could be placed into

one of two categories depending on the author's attitude

toward the nonstandard dialect. The firs category consists .)

of language programs that are.designed to correct the child's

dialect and to teach him, simultanecusly,'the cognitive uses

of standard English. Designers of these .programs view the

child as linguistically deprived.' They generally advocate

bgginning language instruction as soon as possible, preferably

during the preschool years. The second category includes the

programs which are designed to teach a second dialect, i.e.,

standard English. Designers of these programs do not want to

eradicate the child's nonstandard dialect. They believe that

it is adequate for communicating'and for learning. Instead,

they advocate teaphing the child standard English as.an

additional dialect so he will .be able to use it.in the social

situations that call for itd. Many advocates of this approach

would delay intensive structured language instruction until

after the child has completed the primary grades.

Some of the items in this section describe the results of

existing programs. Others focus on theoretical considerations

for developing new ones.

4 8
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Allen, Virginia F. "A Second Dialect Is Not a Foreign Language,"
in James Alatis (Ed.), Report L42,1wenthieth-Ankial
Round Table Reetjng ga ingu stios mil Language:Studies.

.

WiEngton, . Georgetown,Univeriity rress, 1970, 489-201

Allen's article deals with the differences in foreign

'language teaching and second dialect teaching. She is particu-

larly concerned with the misinterpretations that have arisen ai0,

a result of the trend to teach a second dialect using foreign

language approaches.

' There are a number of similarities in the two approaches

which the author points out. The differences, however, are

very important. The crucial difference is that the dialect_

speaker le not learning a foreign language--he successfully

communicates his ideas in English every day. Because he man

comprehend the standard dialect-being taught, he may not see

the need to drill on oral production of certain features of it.

No amount of drill is likely td,be successful until the student

is shown bis owl particular problem in producing the material

covered by the drill. In foreign language programs testing is

withheld until the student is given a chance to master the

material being _covered. In second dialect learning it may

prove more effective to test before the student is exposed to

the material so that he can see, where his problem exists.

The novelty of a foreign language helps insure that the

student won't be bored by repetitious practice materials with °

nonstimulating content. This is not the case with dialect
4

speaking students. They understand English--they expect it to
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say something. Practice materials must be developed that will

The meaningful and stimulating.

Finally, the second-dialect teacher faces a problem in

preserving his students' aelf-esteem that. the foreign language

teacher does not face.

Bereiter, Carl and Siegfried Bngelmann. Teaching Disadvanta edahildren in the Preschool. Englewood Oliffe, LJ.
Prentice RaT7-1966, 312 pp.

The Bereiter-Bngelmann preschool is predicated upon the

idea that disadvantaged children have been deprived of develop-

ing certain cognitive-uses. of language. The authors argue

that success in school hinges upon mastery of certain language

skills; their preschool, therefore, features highly structured,

intensiye language training to rapidly develop thcipe lOguage

skills.

The first and second chiptfts,present their rationale tor

equating culture deprivation with language deprivation and

setting up a rigidly structured language program. The third

chapter states the academic goals of their preschool in terms

of specific tasks the child should be able to perform, and

summarizes the results of their program with fifteen disad-

vantaged four year olds. Bereiter and Ingelmann report that

after seven months of instruction, tWeihildrellquilbsiubiltaitial

gains on the verbal subtests of the ITPA and ranged the mean

I.Q. from 93 to 100. The Wide-Range Achievement Teadiresults

indicated that the children were ready to begin first grade

reading and arithmetic programs.
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The remaining" eight chapters instruct the reader in manage-

ment of the academically oriented preschool, and outline the

teaching strategies to be used in the instructional programs.

These teacwing strategies Are related in minute detail for each

of the programs (language, music, arithmetic, and-reading).-

The student--teacher ratio in the authdrs' preschool is kept

very low (5:1), and Only 20Iminutes of the two-hour echool day

are used for unstructured activity. Instruction in all subject

-areas features a repetitive presentation pattern which calls

for exact, predetermined responses, as little as possible indivi-'

dual4zed instruction, and enforced participation of all:children
-;

all times in all programs.

The mopt--important area, language instruction, is designed

-teach those aspects of language which the authors believe to

be instrumental in resoning.. The drills are designed to

such skills as ability to use affirMative and "not" statements,

to handle polar opposites, to perform "if-then" deductions, etc.

The reading program emphasizes developng students' aware-

ness of words as the basic unit in reading, and the importance

of the alphabeeprinciple in-English orthography. The authors

state that their approach resembles the linguistic approaches

of Cloomfield and Fries.

The math program is designed to provide a basic understand-

ing of arithmetic as it relates to counting. Mus'ic is included

in the preschool program because the authors believe it can be

used as a language builder.
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iBkOttman, Marvin..A. (Ed.). Iianguage Remediation for the
Disadvantaged Preschool Child. No. 124 in series,

-Mopografshi.of the.Society for Research in Child
=(. Deverop Mqnt Vol. 33, No. 8. Chicago: William Byrd

Preis- 1968 83 pP.

T1-14 monograph is comprised

language programs for disadvant -aotY1

---creschool children. The

48

papers dealing with

focal point of the papers is the egree of structure that is

desirable in language programs.

The first Paper, by Minuchin and Biber,.presents a ration-

ale for very loosely structured langUage development program.

Language is viewed as developing within the context of social

and emotional development and, therefore, language skiil caniiOt

be taught s4parately from the total school experience.

The second paper, by Lassar Gotkin, describes a language

and concept curriculum (Matrix Games, 1967) ;t1Ch utilizes many

concepts of prograMmed instruction. It is a structured program,

but one which Gotkin believes is more flexible than the Bereiter

program and which, unlike theirs, is concerned with other skills

which involve the roles children take in instructional settings.

The third paper, by Jean Osborn, is a description of a highly

structured approach (the Bereiter-Engelmann preschool) accom-

nied by a rationale for this type of organizational pattern.

The fourth paper, by Carolyn Stern, discusses some of the

'problems involved in evaluating language programs such as lack

oi explicitly stated behavioral objectives and the use of test-

ing instruments that are inappropriate for the children and

. 'the task at hand.
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The fifth paper, by, Joyne Dickie, reports on the results -

Of a research project designed to coMpare the three approaches

to langua programming discussed in the first three papers.

Fifty Nog children, ranging in age from 46-58 months, were

randomly assigned to one of the treatment classes structured

according tO the Gotkin method, Bereiter method, or tile

traditionafmethod. After five months of training, the children

were given the same three ianguage tests they had been given,as

pretests (these tests are among.the ones diacuseed in the-

Stern article). Reaults showed no significant differences-

between treatient groups, though the structured groups tended

to score slightly higher than the unstructured group. Ail three

groups, however, demonstrated statistically significant gains

over control group children who'were not enrolled in any language

program. A second studY designed to eliminate some of the-prob--

lems of experimental control encountered *the first-study

once again failed to find significant differancas between the

structured and unstructUred approaches. Brottaan and the five

contributors discuss language goals for disadvantaged children

in the concluding section of this monograph.

Neigenbaum, Irwin. "The Use of Nonstandard English in Teaching
Standard: Oontrast and Oomparison," in R.N. Fasold and
R.W..-Shuy (Egs.),_Tpaching Standard English in the Inner

WashingtOn, D.O.: deaWrnr Applied-lingua-Mg*1970# 87-104.

0
This article outlines an approach for teaching :standard

English to inner-city studentS that utilizes the students'

own dialect. Because Negro nonstandard English is based on
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systematic grammatical rules, the differences between the dia-

lects are also systematic. Feigenbaum belieVes that the most

effective and efficient'way to teaching stafidard English is to

make the sjudeñs aware of these differences by comparing their

own dialect to Standard English.
dlt

Because fhe TiAl of language programsfor dialect speaking

students is to make them able to comprehend and produce spoken

standard Engrish,.Feigenbauce.s methods emphasize oral drills.. .

He outlines S'number.of drills that are of a stimulus-response

riature. The teaCher, at the beginning level, produces pairs of

sentences in nonstandard and standard, ancithe students respond

by telling which is which. At the next level.; the students'

translate standard sentences to nonstandard and vice versa. As

the students gain competence the stimulus statements or ques-

tions call for responses that must be thought out,by the student

rather than predetermined rote answets. At all levels, however,

the' emphasis is on distinguishing standard English from non-

standard, and speaking accurate standard English when it is

appropriate. .Feigenbaum makes several suggestions fft i.mplement-

ing the drills in the classroom: (1) Drilling should be con-

ducted-for brief periods of time on a regular basis, (2) exag-

gerated pronunciation and slow renditions of standard English

should be Svoided and (3) the teacher who is very uncomfortable

speaking nonstandard before the class can let students lead

the drill.

Ferguson, Charles. "Teaching Standard Languages to Dialect
Speakers," in Roger W. Shuy (Ed.), Social. Dialects
Lan ua e Learning. Champaign, Illinois: National Councir
o eac ers of English, 19641 112-113.
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This article is an attempt to put_the-problem of educating

American dialect speakers into an international perspective in

order to better define the problem. Ferguson notes that though

the _language or dialect we speak is normally outside the realm

of conscious choice, the language used as a medium of instruction

is ,very much a matter of choice.

In other parts of the world, one of three kinds of language

is genotrally chosen for instruction: (1) the "native" language

of tho child, i.e.,the one he hears and speaks at home; (2) a

"near-native" Or "quasi-native" language which is very similar

to the native language, but different enough to cause problems

of communication and interference or (3) a foreign language which

is very different from the child's native language.

Ferguson discusses the second kind of language the:abst%

thoroughly beoause'it is of most significance to the U.S. situa-

tion. He notes that in eome other countries where 'A-standard

dialect is used as.the instructional medium and nonstandard

dialects are spoken by the students, there is no social stigma

attaoAed to the nonstandard dialect. This is not thecase in

the U.S. Although the U.S. has unquestioningly opted to use

gtandard English as the language for instruction, Ferguson

believes that othek possibilities should be considered in the

case of Spanish, Ohinese or American Indian children. The non-

standard Negro speaker, however, presents a different problem.-"'

His dialect is neither a regional dialect nor another-language.

He believes that this dialect presentrius with two choices.
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either make the speakeis of this dialect bi-dialectal or impose

standard English on these speakers and attempt to eradicate

their dialect. In order to make either choiCe, says the author,

we must research the problem in much more depth than we have up
til now.

Hoffman, Melvin. "The Harmfitt Effects of Traditional ImogLiage
Arts Teaching Methods When Used With Disadvantssed

_Afro-American Children," Elementary, English, 47'%f1(ay 19701678-683.

Hoffman contends that three factors have accounted for the

harmful ekrects of traditional language arts teaching methods

on disadvantaged Black chlldren. The first of these factors is
"myth." One of several harmful myths concerning language arts

teaching is "if a teacher corrects mistakes often enough, over

0, long enough period of time and provides a correct model, he

or she will succeed in teaching language arts materials." What

often revults instead, is a child Mao is aware of the standard

form of speech but not the standard_iistribution. Thus, from

a correction of "they was" to "tiny were;" the child overcorrects
to "he were."

theSecond important cause of harm is "masking," 1..e.,a

superficial resemblance of forms which leads the observer to

believe they are equivalent. For instance, the teacher who

equates "he be working" to "he is working" fails to recognize

a nonstandard use of the verb "to be" that has no equivalent in

standard English. Eer correctton will thus only further confuse

the child.

The third cause of harmful teaching methods is lack of
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awareness of mode, i.e., not beinglaware of the differences

between a formal and an'informal mode of speech among Black

' dialect speakers.. The formal plod'', says Hoffman is signaled by

frequent, overcorrections, longepjmuses and narrower pitch

variation. The teacher who is not aware of *other Ole student

0
is speaking in the informal mode (i.e., his dialect) or the

formal mode (attemptIng to speak the standard) and indiscrim-

inately corrects him in each case will hopelessly confuse the

child as well af; discourage him from attempting to learn standard

English.

/ I,

Karnes Merle B., James A. Teske and Audrey S. Hodgins. "Thit
Eifectq of Four Programs of Classroom Intervention on
the Intellectual and Language Development of Pour-Year-
Old Disadvantaged Children," American Joqrnal .91
Orthoplurchiatry, 40 (January, 1970), 56-76.

,Sixty four-year-old disadvantaged children wire divided into
,

four gtoups,(class units) and each group was put into a erent

igtype 'of p chool progiMm. Each class unit contained a i o

of 67% egro children to 33% Caucasian children, and 50% boys;

50% gi ls. The I.Q. distributions were equal in the four groups.

One gr up was put into a traditional nursery school program.

'41The second group attended a Community-Integrated program which

operated at four neighborhood centers. The disadvantaged children

were integrated in groups of two to four into various sessions

at each of these four centers. The'other children in the
4

'Community-Integrated program were predominantly middle and
*

upper-class Caucasion children. The program provided a traditional

nursery school experience. The children in the thkrd group were
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'put into a Montessori program. The "prepared environment" of

the Montessori school put.it higher on the level of structure

than the two traditional nursery-school programs. Tht fourth

group was put into a highly structured program. The learning tasks

were designed to teach specifio skills considered necessary for

success in school. In addition, teachers were told to teach the

language akills which are testeci by the ITPA. All children

attended their respective programs for no less than seven,pr

more than eight,months. All children Spent approximately tvo

hours and fifteen minutes per day in school.

The children were given pre- and post-tests in the follow.;

sing areas: (1) khaillectual functioning as measured by the

Stanford-Binet Individual Intelligence Scale, (2) language ,k

development as measured by the ITPL, and f3) vocabulary compre-

hension as,measured by the PPVT. In'intellectual functioning

'the highly stli-uctured group'made significantly greater gains

than the other three. Only.the Oommunity-Integrated group

failed to score significantly higher on the post-test than'on

the pre-test. ,Seventy-four percoent of the Experimental group,

i.e., the highly structured group, made gains of ten points or

more, while only 30%-to 39% of the children in the other three

groups made similar gains:.

The fTPA pre-tests ahowed that the children, as a 'hold,

were most deficit on the three subtests related to verbal

expressive abilities. Only the Experimental group elimigpted

this deficit on all three subtests of the post-test. The
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Traditional group obtained statistically significant gains on
one of the three suptests. The performance of the Montessori and
the Community-Integrated groups did not significantly improve on the
three subtests. On the test as a whole, the Experimental group
made the most dramatic gains, the Traditional group madeimodest
gains, and the other two groups made smaller and lesg,consistent
gains.

On t PPVT the Traditional and Experimental groups made
sign leant gains--ihere was no significant difference between
the two approaches. The Community-Integrated and Montessori

groups did not make significant gains oft the post-test.

It was concluded that factors.orther than the degree of struc-
ture affected the changes represented by the test scores. Though
the children in the Experimental group showed the greatest gains,

and those in the Montessori group made the least, an explanation

for the Poor showing of the Montessori children could be the

lack of language concomitant with perfanmance.. Though the envtron-

sent was structured insofar as the learning sxperiences were con- .

cerned, the child was not required to verbalize his motor-sensory

experiences..

That the Community-Integrated gro4P did not show progress

equal to the Traditional group,- as expected, could perhaps be
explained by their integration in small numbers into a large

,group of middle-class children'(whereag the Traditional group
-twas homogeneous). Teachers of the Community-Integrated Aroup,

noted that the disadvantaged children seemed to withdra*

5 9 ' V, 4
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from quasi-structured,
teacher-directed activities. The-authars

suggest that this behavior was more likely due to the inequita
able ratio of the two groups rather than socioeconoMic integre-

,

tion per se. They attribUte the Experimental group',s dramatic
gains to the program's

success at-connecting verbal expression :

and cognitive development through structured learning,situatiOni.
Lan ua e Programp LIE the Disadvantaged. -Report of the Nationalouncil of Teachers of English, 1965, 327 pp.

Thie publication contains ihe report of the NOTE Task Force
od programs for the dieadvantage& based on their observations of
190 programs ac,roas the U.S. .;_In Oserviiig these programs, the

.
.1Task Force members found

that'ilankwidaspreb,:d,b.ellefs concerning
teaahing.the lisadTantag(ed Oe,fallicioUs,A..0.., that. discipline,,,,
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is a primary problem, ,that all disadvantagedikildren'are
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Loban's book reports ake of the results of a stuay that

traced the language development of 338 students over a ten

year period. The purpose of the study was to "...Identify the

most cruciel and frequent oral"language difficulties so teachers
oir

may decide where to place instructional'emphasis." Of the 338 .

studehts, 113 are reported on in this book. They were di.vided

into four subgroups: Caucasian, high language proficiency;

Oaucasian, low language proficiency; Negro, low language pro-

ficiency; and random. There were 21 subjects in each of the

first three groups and 50 in the random group. Bach sub.ject

had been interviewed once a ,year for ten years, and his spoken

responses recorded.

The instances of nonstandard speech were dividell into the

fAlowing categories: verb problems, pronoun problems, syntactic

confusion, and "other problems." Pronunciation was not cOnsid-

ered in this study.

The nutber of deviations from standard English per 1000

words tn each category was computed for each subgroup. The

appendix contains a more detailed statistical analysis as well

as a discussion of various moblems underlying the analysis of

the data. Somb of the more im'ortant findings are as follows.

.(1) Among liggro studettb, the five most frequent deviations from

standard English represented difficulties with verbs. Some of

these problems were largely-overcome by the time the students

got to the upper grades, but the verb "to be° remained a problem.

(2) Among the Caucasian students, the most frequent deviation'so
61
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had to do with clarity and precisiOn at. oommunication rather
pan problems of habit or usage. 0

(3) All groups showed an.increase in deviations from standard
English around the sixth grade. The author believes that this
-reflects temporary difficulties with coheience as students learn
to speak in more complex and longer sentencesrather than grow-
ing ineptness in the use of language.

Some implications for language instruction are as follows.
(1) Oral drill is more effective than workbook drills .on usage.

(2)-Students from standard English speaking homes do not need
drills on usage, but need help with coherence.

(3) Oral activities are more helpful in imProving coherence'than
workbook drills.

(4) Negroes who speak a noniVandard dialect need special help
with the verb "to bey;41 pranoun usage and the double negative.

They also, need help with coherence.

(5) Dkilling all studeas on the same skill is ineffective and
inefficient. Individual students need help with individual

problems.
I

McDavid, Raven I. "A Checklist of Significant Features for
. Discriminating-Social Dialects," in Eldonna L. Everette(Ed.), Dimensions of Dia ect. (Ohampaign, Illinois:National Council orTeac ere of English, 1967, 7-13.

A4cDavid presents a list of dialect features which are
amenable to change by pattern drills. Only those features which410

occur in speech as well as writing are included; other features,
while important as social markers, are excluded when they do not

. lend themselves to pattern drills. He claims that the features
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in the list are diagnostic everyWhere, though not all of them

occur ip every situation where differences in social dialects
are important.

The list is divided into two sectionspronunciation and
inflection. In the section on pronunciation such features as
"failure to make the distinction between the vowels of bird and
'Boyd" and "heavy stress og what is a weak stressed final syllable

in standard inglish, giving accident, president,etc." ire pointed
out. The inflection section is divided into parts of speech,
and the nonstlindard aatures of each are poinied out.

McDavid does not attempt to outline the drills or offer

any methods for teaching standard English to dialect speakers.
His list is for use in developing a systematic approach to

teaching standard English.

Nonstandard,Dialect. Report by the Board of Education of the------criTurrornA. Champaign, Illinois: National Councilof Teachers of English, 1967,
P.

This monograph was published to provide New York City teachers
with a program bf instruction for teaching standard English to
NSE speaking pupils. Its contents can be adapted to other parts

-of the country, but the forward cautions.that this must be done
with care.

The overview points out the nebd.that divergent speakers
have for standard English for upward socioencombaic mobility,
while cautioning the teaoher to.accept the nonttandard dialect
in appropriate situations. Some causes of resistance to-language
change are noted, e.g.,peer group pressure to COnform, past

censure of the nonstandard iorm, and variations in teachers'

63
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language patterns which confuse students. In order to discour-

age such resistance, teachers are instructed to maintain a

relaxed classroom atmosphere, utilize T.V., radio, and movies,

emphasize oral language in English instruction, etc. The goals
of the standard English program are also outlined in the over-

*
view. A "Oontent of Instruction" chapter follows which emphasizes
that NSE is governed by definite systems and rules. The more

general rules are defined.

The remainder of the book deals with the instructional

program. The program is divided into three phases. The-general.
aim of the first phase is to demonstrate to the student the

existence of many regional dialects-while pointing out the need

for mastery of standard English for socioeconomic success.

Motivational and developmental acti-vities and a variety of drills
follow. The general sim of phase two is to teach the standard

spoken language determined by various circumstances. Instructions
for activities such as role playing, telephone and interview

practice, and field trips follow. Phase three focuses on

acquiring listening skills and appropriate articulation and

pronunciation. Drills and activities follow this section also.

Postman, Neil and Oharles Weingartner. Linguistics: ARevolution in Teaching. New York: Delacorte Pre7s,1966, 209 p.
4P

In the first art of their book, Postman and Weingartner

have answered the questions, "What is linguistics?", "What do

linguists do?", Sand "What is linguistics gOod for?". Their
answers are addressed to-the layman in a non-technical,

.

6 4
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highly readable manner. 0

Of particular'interest to4the teacher of dialect speaking

children is the second parts the book in whidl the authors

deal with grammar, usage, semantics, and linguistics and

readingta The theme of this section is that language is constant-mr

ly in a state of change and that "correct" usage is based on

custom, not irrefutable laws. They do not argue that anyitorm

of English is as "correct" as any other; rather, that the
II

correctness" or "incorrectness" of any language is found in the

opinion of those iiho use the language, not in the linguistic

form itself. Their definition of a user of "good" English is

thus., "...one whose command Pf a wide range of language styles,

dialects, and usages permits him' to achieve, tough language,

pie greatest rartetyof purposes."
4

Each'of the chapters in the second part of the booi con-

tain§ suggestions for applying linguistics in the classroom.

The emphasis 'is on student research into ubagS, semantics, gram-

mar, lexicography, etc. While all students could benefit from

these activitie§, it seems likely that, the divergent speaker

would find this flexible approach-to .the study of language

especially interesting and enlightening.

Rhodes, Odis1). "Some Implications for-Teaching Reading to Speakersof Black Dialect,"'ll.iewpoints (Bulletin of the School of"Education, IndianniVersity), 46 tiMay 1970), 117-147.
,

s"
The author, who is blaCk and bi-dialectal, discusses black

dialect--what it is, what characteristics set it apart from

standard English, and what considerations must be given it in

the education process. gtemphasized the importance of educating

65
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society to accept and respect black dialect, but believes that

it is imperative to educate black dialect speakers to be'

bi-dialectal.

Rhodes believes that.no progress can be made toward the

solution of the problems of teaching reading to dialect speakers

until teachers become sensitized to the problems of NSE speakers,

accept their dialect, and acquire an elementary understandtng

of it. Rhodes- suggests that teachers who believe that black

dialectspeakers are nonverbal ask themselves the following

questions (Riessman, 1966):: (1) Under what conditions are

these children verbal? (2) What king of stimuli do they respond

tO verbally? (3) With whom are they verbal? (4) What,dapthey

talk about? (5) What parts of speech do they use?.
,

Several_pages of the article are devoted to a eummary of

reSearch findings that deal with the v ulary, pronunciation,

ana grammar of black dialect and how t 4,fer.from those

features in standard English. He emphasizes the point that

teachers must have knowledge of these dialect differences.

R agrees with Loben (1960 that different levels Of educa-

tion should emphasize those aspects of langlolage most-appropriate

for the stage of language development that the child'is

in. Thus, preschool and kindergarten emphasis should be on

developing the chile,s ability to think,and express ideas in

. his own dialect, not on teaching him standard English.. At the

primary level the child would learn to read in hts,own dialect.

-and would-participate in choral speaking, dramatizations, puppetry,

6 6
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etc. to develop his language facility. At this level however,

he would also begin tb partidipate in drill activities.designed

to teach the major contrastive elements of black dialect and

standard English. In the intermediate grades, children should

become aware'of many foreign and national dialects and should

.sing, read rhymes, etc., in order to reinforce the idea that

standard English is just one more dialect to imitate. Around

the fifth and sixth(grade levels, the child (who should by-then

be secure in his knowledge that his own dialect is accepted and

respected).should be exposed to more intensive and structured

training in standard English whichmould continue.throughout

high school.

Sledd, James. "Bi-Dialectalism: The Linguistics of White
Supremaáx," English Journal, 58 (December 1969), 1307,
1315 and 1329.

-In th2s.article Sledd vigorously attacks the linguiSts' pro-
.

posal that those
0
who speak a nonstandard dialect te encouraged

to become bi-dialectal. He charges that the linguists have
0

merely replaced the naive and idealistic theory that one should

learn standard English because it is the only way to get ahead

in this country. Bi-dialectalism, he says, is built on the basic

assumption "...that the prejudices of middlc-class whites cannot

be changed but must be accepted and-even enforced on lesser

breeds." He notes that upwax-d mobility is assumed to .1ge the goal

of education, but "white power will deny .upward mobility to

Apeakers of black English, who-must, therefore, be made to talk

white English in their contacts with the white wore."

6 7
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He criticizes the NOTE publications Social Dialects and

Language Learning and Language programs for the Disadvantaged,

and the work of Labov, Shuy, and various other linguists for
proposing language programs-for nonstandard speakers that are,
by their own admission; difficult'to design and implement and
which may or may not bring about the desired results: He charges
.that even if it were desirable to teach:standard English to
YOE speakers, linguists' knowledge of dialects and the best

methods of teaching them is far too meager to form a sound basis
for a pedagogióal approach.

Sledd's answer to the language-difference problem is

sweeping social Change. The English teacher's role in bringing
about political reform would consist in teaching children "...the
relations between group differences.atd,speech differences, and
the good and bad uses of speech differendes by groups and by
individuals: Middle-class children'should be taught to understand
the life-and language of the opPressed. koney spent on

bi-dialectalism muit, instead, be spent on teaching minority

group children to read; and, perhaps, for teaching reading 'and-

writing in' black English. He closes the ,article with the state

ment, "If the majority can rid itself of prejudices, and if the

minorities can get or be given an education, differences between'
dialects are unlikely to hurt anybody much."

Stemmler, Anne 0. "An Etperimental Approach to the 'Teaching ofOral Language and Reading," Harvard Educational Review,36(Winter 1966), 42-59.

6 8
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"'2his article has two general purposes. The first isto describe the actual construaion of a nelq approachfor systematically developing *Ad interrelating orallanguage and reading behavior for the particular groupof children haliing a high incidence of readinc; failure.The second purpose is to use this approach to exemplifyone way of indentifying and organizire essential elementpinto a cOnceptual framework from which'to develop aprogram for teaching oral language and reading.* (P. 43)

941though Stemmler's article describes preliminary work in
designing a first grade ;.anguage and readirg program for Spanish

4
speaking students, the educational and psychological priviples
ilhe utilized in her approach to the pr;oblem should prove rele-
vant to programs desigwd for other linguistiCally different groups
as well. The.first phase of program construction involved :el-,

ectingbasiC organizing elements and starting points. The
author and her colleagues decided on an audio-lingual technique
for the major teaching method in oral language instruction. The
contert selected for developing oral language was science-based
materials, chosen because they were considered to be as culture
fair as possible. Reading instruction was delayed until children
evidence some mastery of English.

.fter observing various deficiencies in the experimental

;7ronp, Ztemmler concluded that the approach ha
P

)c.:rcertual, cognitive, and language behaviors

develon the

t dire6tly
related to reading as well as 'Providing experiences to allow4

r,hildren to develop more fluency.in English before beginning
reading. She drew on principles from child and learning psy-

.

cholo7y to develop 20$son plans which featured providing cor.:;rete

experiences directly related to the concept tq be

69
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tauf-ht (r. 7., onhapes") before presentinE the language concept;

utilinir- inductive thinkiri r-. patterns prior to inductre and

aralor.ical ratterns; providing reinforcement and fol ou-un

-amen, .:!ith each lesson; and using readiness materials organized

around-a re7ular content field.

'Then ehildrrH uere ready to read, they-were tauL:ht by the

usn of experienee charts derived from the experimental prcr:ram

ar fro-. sl readers.

--m-ler.helieves that the act of readinc encomoasses tuc

basic ^nte-eries of attributes: (1) the comparatively narrou

efacq-ired pereeptual-corr,nitive abilities bulit unbn

nv*-nle-ital traits and (2) the learner's attitude's and per-

nf htmself, thn learning task, and his role in the

leernir- lit.ustion As the children's lacXf self-confidence

t-caro .icrrarin ly evident to the staff, the third phase of

as undertaken to build into the pro-rem certajr

.7o,Ild build up the child's sPlf-estern whilr?

i_rcrcasin- 18n7na- and readin: skills. fhe underl:Ti-,: themes

of thr.! se activities include diffcrentiatinc; oneself from other:.

-,-rcivin7 oneself as a member of certain zrouns.

lact of reliable testin- instruments has hirviri evalu-

-!!,4Lo: of' thc c:7nerimental r-roun's nrocress as comPnre,_,

rol7z. Preliminary findinz -based on,

#arAt a ncr7r-hensive. luectionnV

r,oach-r7 that thr

eh r-- 'el mom rano -ad in7 pro7r,..nf7 Ire rlor7

f 1
ccintrol 7rfrIp.
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Stewart, William A. "Urban Negro SpeeCh: Sociolinguistic
?actors Affecting English Teaching," in R.W. Shuy, (Ed.).
Social Dialects and Language Learnin . Champaign, Illinois:
TFLTIVIal Council of Teachers of English, 1965.

Stewart begins his article by pointing out the difficulty

of categorizing the teachtng of standard English to NSE speakers'

under either native language teaching or foreign language teach-

Ir.g. In native language teaching one assumes that the learner

, has command of the basic patterns of standard English. fn foreign

language teaching one assumes the learner has no knowledge.of

the language to be learned. As neither is the case with dialect

speaker3, Stewart refers to the teaching situation as a
II

quasi-foreign language" situation.

Though a igumber of quasi-foreign language relationships

exist in the U.S., Stewart focuses on the urban Negro'stlanguage

pattern because it is most widespred and resistant to

self-correction. Specifically, he focuses on the Washington,

D.C. area because the migration into the city fAm the south

and other areas of the U.S. has resulted in many Negro dialects,

ranging from those which are most different from standard English

to those which most closely approximate it. He refers to these

dialects as basilect and acrolect dialects respectively.

Stewart has found thht th 3e dialect differences often

correlhte wLth certin kinda Tf informal social structure. An

example of this sociolinguistic ohenomenon is the restriction

of basilect barens, even In predominantly lower-class neighbor-

hools, to joung children. At the age of seven or eight, a dialect

shirt take:, olace; that 13, the child moves out of "pure" basilect

71
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into a dialect level which is hirter up in4hc hierarchy. This

ehan7o is aoparently dlie to neer r;roup induence rather than

for-al ed,.leation. This dialect chance may involve a !:roatel4

:71rt 71orpholo7ieal appearance than in basic crammar botterns.

tile child may have problems with :;tructural intorfreee
too castlect patterns thou:7:h he no lor:er appears to'lfa

.1M4

';fle1-7 broblors have led Ste-tart to meSe several ',estions
for teachi- methods and reacarch in teaehin7 standar(' 1:;-nlish

to H!Mbealdn-7 children. First, he believe thtft the use or

certaiy ! forei-n-lan7mare teachin methoeses2ecially those bases

ecylrastive studieswould be most ef'l'ectivc in AeoUn- ith
-ii,erforence brobis. ,Second, he.says n linuictic analys17

the :ISE dialect is a Prerequisite to En71ish

hini, the classrooms teacher noeds traiuii in the

ir:tudents in order to evaluate their oro:-res.

he cuT7ests explorinc the arca of the social ront,2xt

'of' dialect; behavior because this knowledf:e oould be notentially

usef'.,1 teacinc.

0/fram '4e1t. "ociolinrTistic imblication for Dr)eati.m-Lal
clescV0T'ci--c," in ani (

-.taneard 1::-1'..shoin the ,'-ner
!Th-ter for !\1p1erT Iin7uist]Th 777r.7, 1), 41 1

-:r:irra7 is eo.-cirre, about the orderir ef str-(,or.

- - n rn
fr.r.rcr-1 ren7onc. -1])

La-* cn

t"at ialost roates are lon- .;0c,o11:'

diagnostic than others. Second, students will

7 2
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perceive their progress more readily, and therefore, be more

motivated if they learn the major differences between the two

dialects before they learn the minor ones. Third, it is often

the case that students don't complete all thilimateri'al in a

given course. Therefore, the most relevant material should, be
*

covered first.

Wolfram discusses five sociolinguistic iactore that should

provide a basis for determining the order ot standard English

instructional materials.

(1) social diagnosticity of linguistic variables--those,lingui tic
features which most markedly set nonstandard speakers
apart from standard speakers should be taught first.

(2) the generality of rules--the more general the rule, the
earlier it should be introduced in the materials

(3) phonological versus grammatical vartables-,-"grammatical features,
which are more socially diagnostid, shOu14 be focused on
before phonological features.

(4) regional versus general eocial significance--general features
should be taught before regional features

(5) relative irequency of items--those nonstandard forms that
occur frequently in normal conversation should be dealt
with before those which are relatively rare

When trying to determine what priority should be given

to specific features in instruction, Wolfram suggests that each

item be considered in terms of how many of the above linguistic

criterla it fulfills. He shows the reader how to set up a

matrix of cruciality to determine this.

7 3
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'.Teac4Rea4lng to,,Ling Oaily.Different Learners
N z

,% /
.

, 4
lteiebtg-is a uege .r atsd proceed. A large number of

'

children whose lai§uage'llb 01.1feient from that spoken by main--

. 70

. .

streamr Americans

stateMentWire s

yikt, the relatio. #

are i414g4e3.earn how to read. These two

o obvious that they hardly bear repeating, and

nehip between language ahd the reading process

and how .this relationship affects the dialect speaking child

are factors Lich are far from being adequately explained. It

would be naive to assume that dialect differences are the only

causal factor in reading failure--after ill, mirky standard

English speaking children also have reading deficiencies. It

can be assumed, however, that both groups, for any number of

possible reasons, are failing to grasp the relationship between

the printed symbols on the page and their own spoken language.

The items in the "Linguistic Theory and Reading" section explore

this relationship and suggest many reasons why the child nly
,

fail to understand it.

The problem of improving the reading achievement of

linguistically differenhildren is too pressing to delay
4

action until all theories about how and why children fail to

read have been investigated. New approaches and materials
4.

have been, and must continue to be, tried in order to gain new

7 4
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insights into the problem and how to solve it. The "Approaches

_and Matekials" section contains iters which discusi theoretical

bases for new instrActional approaches 'and describe the results

of some of the approaches that .have been tried. Additional

items evaluate materials that are frequently used with

linguistically different children.

7 5



Section A: Linguistic Theoiy and Reading

It has been said that all sucCssful methods'of teachinge
reading are linguistic methodS, but differ in the linguistic

view which they assume..1 The itims in this section represent
many of the linguistic views from which one can ex e t

0
reading ptocess.

'Summer Ives, 'Some Rotes on Meaning and Syntax," The ReadingTeacher, 18 (December 104), p. 179

- 7 6
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Bormuth, John R. "An Operational Definition of Comprehension
Insftruction," in Kenneth S. Goodman-and James T. Fleming
(Eds.), Psvcholinduistics and the Teachingiof Reading.
Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association,
1969, 48-601

Bormuth contends that attempts to teach comprehension

skills have thus far been ineffective because teachers and

reseArchers have not understood the role of language in the

compreherision process.- His definition of comprehension is
s

"...a set of processes which operate on specific features of

(

.

language." If one is to test students' comprehension ofithese

processes, the tasks must meet four criteria: (1)-I-The task in

question must-correspond to elinguistic feature one tries to

teach children to understand,_ (2) the task must force the chiI/d

to use the skill one thinks it does, (3) the definitions which

describe how the tasks are constructed should be as objective

as possible arid (4) the materials used should be of the type that

can he easily understood and constructed by teachers. Also, in

studying comprehension one must distinguish between comprehension

nd achievement testing, and between a student's prior knowledge
A.

and that which represents knowledge gained through reading.

b 1 that there are thf-ev components in compre-

hen i ruction: (1) The language stimulus, i.e.,.material

to 'be comprehen (2) the task used to test comprehension and

(3)-the. student's,response to that task. It is important to

distinguish the various levels of difficulty represented by the

first and second components in sequencing comprehension instruc-

tion.
7 7
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The author demsonstrates illow a comprehension question can be
.operationallywdefined in such a way as to meet the ctiteria he

has set up.A!; Because.meaning is derived from a sentence by
undarstandotag the modifications which occur between lexical
onstituents, comprehension questions must be designed in such
a way as to test the student's understanding of these modifica-
tions. He draws mainly from

transformational-generative grammar
to provide a framewbrk in which Various types of questions can
be labelled according to Atich specific modifications in the
text they test the understanding of. Thus, the questions are
designed'to determine whether the student can comprehend various
transformr sematic substitutions, intersentence relationships,
etca

He does not claim that his outline of question types is
sufficient to teach or test all of the'processes identified as

-' comprehension processes, He does believe, however, that teachers
and researchers pust work in t4 direction of operatlonally

defining questions in order to make comprehension instruction111110

relevant to comprehension proceskses and in order to carry on
.\

scientific research in the area of comprehension instruction. -

Carroll, John B. "Some Neglected Relationships in Fielding andLanguage Learning," Elementary English, 43 (October 1966),577-582.

Carroll notes that children learn the tremendously complex
patterns of language relativeW effortlessly and without being
"taught" in the usual sense. In this article, he compares
learning to read with natural language learning in order tO see

7S
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what aspects Of language learning could be applied to'the

teaching of readiag. He points out a number of similartties

and.differences in the two pro6esses, and focuses on an

apparent paradot in applying the principlites of langhage learning'

to reading instruction: the child learns his native language
.

without the stimuli being "programmed" in any way, but efficient

teaching seems to call for programming by the teacher or

material-writer. He proposes a hypothesis which he the

"hypothesis of cbntiguous contrast learning" in,order to ac

for this paradox. It asserts that "..the learning of an item

is facilitated by virtue of its.contrast with partially similar

items that are contiguous in time of presentation'." Carroll

believes that this principle iS at work when the child.learns

to comprehend language and to speak. For ihstance, he, learns

a wilin plural byrecognizing
the contrasting feature (a plural

morpheme, in this c'se) that sets it apart from the singular

noun he already knows. He learns verb tenses and many other

grammatical features of his anguege in the same manner.

When this nrinciple is4polied to reading, it cat guide

the teacher in sequencing reading material in an effective and

meaningful way. He' points out that sequenc.ing involves more

than presenting it ms one at a time--to be successful, items

must be presenfbd in such a way that one item will properly

contrastwith similar items. But in erder to be successful,
this kind instruction must be alternated with periods in

which the child is exposed to the richness of language in

7 9



meaningful material. Carroll suspects that this procedure is

an04,0gous to the natural language learning situation in which
the child efficiently learns aspects of.language.which are in .

no,way programmed ,or taught. This ,e.pcisure to unsequenced

materials would give the child a chance to test and extend the

generalizations he made 44ring the _carefully controlled instruc- 7

tion period, and would provide-new stimuli that would afford

contrasts with what the child has already learned.

Fillmer, Henry T. "Linguistics and Reading Comprehension,"Education, 86 (NoveMber 1965), 158-161.,

Fillmer appraises the linguistic approach and the tradi-
A

tional APproach. to reading in terms of Piaget's three stages of

intellectual development (classified by Whitehead as the stages

of romanbe, precision, andogeneralization). The romance stage
begin with the child's realization that langual;e has meaning.
The auhor says that linguists recognize this stage by .stressing

meaningful communication in language actilities. Vocabulary and
language structure control are provided by encouraging the child

to read his own compositions. Traditional orograms may inhibit

the development of the romantic stage by requiring the child ,to

analyze isolated words and read materials characterized by a

sterile vocabulary and meaningless plots.

The second stage of intellectual development, the precision

stage begins when the child recognizes the need for developing

a method of analyzing the factual information related to language.

Fillmer believes that the traditionL approach often imposes

prectsion activit1es on the child during thetr2mantic stage,
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while the linguistic approach has generated sufficient motiva-
.

tion during the romantic stage to sustain him through the

necessary and natural,stage of systematic analysis.

The third stage, generalization, is charadterized,by a

return to the enthusiasm of the romantic stage with the struc-

tured understandings acquired in the precision stage. Fillmer

notes that many pupils never readh this stage and suggests that

they would if teachers applied tilliknowledge made availablp by

linguists. -

Fries, Charles C. Linguistics and Reading. New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, 1962, 265 pp.

Fries' purpose in this book is to bring some of lte resultS

of linguistic research to reading teachers in the hopes t

knowledge will enable them to provide a better approach to begin-

ning reading instruction. One of the first chapters of the book

deals With the development of linguistic sCience from 1820 to Ube

present. This chapter provides a good illitroduction to the nature

and scdpe of linguistic research, as well as some basic knowledge

about the nature of human language.. A later chapter, that is

particularly helpful, thoroughly explains the differences in the

terms "*phonics," "phonetics," and "phonemics."

Fries emphasizes the poipt that the child comes to school

with highly developed language skills. He has learned language
9

by learning to recognize the contrasting sound patterns (phonemes)

itwhich identify English words. Learning to read, says ries,

involves only a transfer from recognizing words as rep esented

by sound wave patterns to recognizing words as represented by
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graphic patterns. The child must learn to 'oald up high speed

recognition responses to these graphic patterns. This is best

accomplished ty focusing on the contrastive spelling patterns

of words that illustrate the most common coMbinations of phonemes.

Lists of these words and an explanation of the sequence and

methods to be used in hits, linguistic approach toi,lieginning

reading instruction are contained in chapters six'and seven.

He contends that.reading and writing are very different abilities

and, therefore, writing has no place in beginning reading
*instruction.

Fries discusses tlie shortcomings of the "word approach and
ft--

the phonics methods of teaching beginning reading. 'He also
.

very briefly discusses later stages in reading, i.e., those

t,:at.follow_the.transfer stage.

Goodman, Kenneth S. "A Linguistic Study af Cues. wad Miscues
in Reading," Elementary, English, 42 (Octopr 196116 639-643.

Goodman believes that children, in reconstrdbting a message

from nitten language (i.e., reading), are cued or. miscued by

various systems as they interact with the written material..

Thei'e are within word cues-such si_letter-sound relationships,

word configuration, recurrent spelling patterns, etc. Other cues

exist in the flow of langUage--function order, function words,

infleetion, etc. There are also cues which are external to

language and the reader such as pictures, teacher prompting,g

-etc.; and cues within the reader such'as his idiolect, facility

with language,.conceptual background, etc. Geodman's study was

designed.to investigate how children use these cue systems in

0-61
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reading.

The 100"fira;,.second iiand third grade children from,an

industrial-suburb of Detroit Sao served as subjects were given
,

work lists to read aloud to an asstittant. When the child's
. , *

. reading of a particular word list indicated that_the worde om

' it were at approximately his. reading level, he 1:ras given a

story t7 read aloud based on those words. i
- ,: I ....

Goodman assumed that children Iould be able to read many

i 4.2
4:.. . .
words in the stories idhich they cou* nVixecognize in ihe list

a

.because they had,only within word iuSE the list, but had
.

additional cues in the flow of.1a4.1.06 in a story. '.ResUlts .
.

.

bore this assumption out. Eighty-nine Per cent of the:first.,

graders', 97.% of the second graders, and 94% of the tliird grader-
,

were able to read in context more than one luta: A-the frords
they missed on tae lists. 'Of the children who"weale able.to

read in conteit more than four-fifths of the words'missed on,

lists, 26% were first graders, 50% second graders and.67%

third graderi. Goodman believes that this indicates'they were le;

making increasingly efficient use ofcue,systems outsidetf.
, .

words. La' examination of total errors and substitution.ierrors

on'the 4ord lists showed an increasilligly gigher perCentage of

substitutions from first to, thira grede indicating Oat cheidren

in succesakve grades used withip word cues ti.e.,,word attack

4411.0 with' icreasipg frequency,,though not necessarily -xith

increasing efficiency. lt4 examination of substlotutions alaen
* .

revealed a swessively increasing number-of one;-time incorrect

.

8 3 6 ,



stbstiut
°V,

--slog#8t three pOsiVale ce

:$tOrd ciles to the exclusi

44-
in tAlitoillb= fewords knoWn on-the libt. Goodman

8

1.

)for this: (1) overuse of within

t other cues, (2) miscuing by book

ladguage which differs from the language of children or'(4),

411ineffective use of language

v.
.; Regressions were also

. The author found tha-t unless

children corrected a word AlOPrely4on a list, they seldom'
.

;y,/..,went1110, They frequently regressed in reading the story,

ihOwev it. was almost always to make a.correctiOn.- Thek

.4uthoribe ,ves that regressions age due to redundant cues in

;.,1Snguwke and are dot errors,-but attempts to correct'prior etrors.
°' Selplications for the reading t(escher include: (1) intro-

hdkaFing.new 4ordiRin context is preferable to introducing them

,Apjsolsitibn, (2) promptingor

seemi to be unnecessary

process4which language cues, (3) regressions in reading'should
(riot be eliminated because they are the means by which a chl,ld

,orrects himself, (4) "shotgun" teaching or phonids to whole

correcting chiidran as they read

an& disturbs the self-,correction

classes or groups is a questionable practice since many children

may be overusing cues within worc;a and (5) the focus on words
Etin teaching reading should be changed to a focUs on language.APgoodman, Kenne,th S. "Words and Morghemes in Reading,",inKenneth 16. Goodman and James T: Pleming

Psycholinvistics and the Taachinic of ReadinK. Nexark,Delaware: Internatioaal Raiding Association, 1969; 25-33.
).Words, says'Goodman, are,units 'of writtt languige; theyA

do not really exist inopeech_Ogirt from,the language structure
in whichlithey occur. A sentence does not acquire meacing by

Iff

C.

t;.
-4
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Adding the meargEgs ofjtal4ords-together. Meaning is signified
:A-

iley a larger unit; a warii'is assigned a portion of that meaning,

but the whole is more Vaan-a-sum of its parts. What is more,4P.
W'

the whole is not a combining of parts; rathe,ii, the part is

differentiated out of the whole.

Goodman believes,that the traditional belief among reading

teachers that warls)are the units of spoken, as well as written,w

language has causedthem to equate reading with merely atta04ing
,-the oral equi.ialnt to the written word. This has resulted'in

word callers beoruse associations on higher language levels than

words are necessary for compAgension. He makes several sugr:

gestions for getting aqty from the word orientation in teaching
4

beginning reading. L .

it
Hillerieh, Robert L. "Linguistic Efforts in Reading: 'An

Appraisal,-6 National ElleMentaiY principal, 48, (September1968, 36-43.
,.

7..e.

.Hillerich reviews some of the basic linguilstic principles
40

which he wumeapreading speodhalists, as *all as,limwista,
4

,140414 accept without argument.. He beliee4ves, however, that
)0'

.111?guists have sometimes violated these principles in the
-lirOcess of applying them. In this article, he cites some of

these violations and discusses why he takes issue with the
.. , .

i ,,....4.lingulists. He diaagrees with Fries' view that beginning :'.7". ,
,

.
.

reading is merely "Ansfer stage" becalft it ignores ttie.,..: .
.

9 meaning aspect of reading. /He points out that linguists

have emphasized tiat importance of suprasegmentalAithoneFes

pitch, stress,,and junCture) in reading, then

111 85.
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have claimed that beginning reading should not be concerned

with semantic context. Hillerich'alSo disagrees with linguists

.who would teach letter name& rather than consonant sounds at;

the onset of reading inst'rUction, emphasis vowel sounds in

early instruction, and ignore the differences between spoken

and written language patterns. He concludes tlipt reading:
g
o 1,

teachers should take advantage of the knowledge of language
4

that linguists have made available, but should use their judg-

ment in applying these linguistic principles to reading instruction:.

Reading !Or the Disadvantaged: OiroOle
Different Learners. New, York: HarCour
1970, 267 pp.

Horn, Thomas D. (Ed.)
of Linguistically

Brace, and World,

411:t.This book, a project of the Internatio6l Read nglik

tion, is an interdisciplinary approach to undersg

problems of linguistically iffereni-learners.

contributors bring insig from the fielas

psychology, linguistics, economics'; and ed

explain Nome of the factors that canfiffect

,soc dgy,

i.Fit.t?PriARV--f1*

jl.a lcess
n tliat tjte

, .

--
thev,!..t

ar""0,Lt:

tate:of'

in learning to .read. Horn says in his introdu

t,pook has two special aimse; "...to dime% attent/i. it."
'414 ,

-crucial part that linguisti differencestlali S

Atleing disadvantaged, and to highlight the Almed

problor of linguistically differentllearners wh

otherwi4 4isadviSntaned
.
arll having sellious language,- sec;1k

vip
,

111, ,
prob1014in reading."

-The first part,of the book,focuheS gn .thesoc-ihil;and-
/.

economic backgrounds cif diadvantaged whites,_blip

--L.

: A

-J



, 4Indians,and Mex,ican-Americans. Factors in the.listyles,
.4 ,,--

,1;ATIg4,.4ges, culturil patternsivalle systems,. and' efiV$kOpments
. _ .

..;r,-,-:,'40-- %-t--.:-..,-....

'Ofthese groups which may cause-tht tplhave problems::in white,
.'t

83

miOdle-,class 4riented c1ass400as .are-.44cussed:o-

, 4

The second pact of the iaokHdea ietk1-gfrige. Orte

chapter discusses the relationship betblikin langUage and intel

lectual development, and describes learning thebries that under-

lie a bilingual

in'this section

whites, blacks,

or-bidialectal education ierogram. Other chapters

describe the language characteristics Of native
. -

and Amdlican Indians.

The final part of Reading for the Disadvantaged reviews the

implications of chapters the Yikst.two.parts of the bobk for

instructional programs from nursery sChool through high school.
r

The book is concluded with a biblioiltaphy which includerefer-

1(
ences for further reading on lin istically diff Ant learner

and how to cop4,with their educatio
*

Ives, Sumner. -0SoMe Notes.on Meant
Teacher, 18, (December 1964),'

The author provides many examples

problems.

cilitlyntax," laLe Reading
183 and 222.. o

to illustrate.nie.point

thatocomprehending the meaning of a text involle an unda4r..

ding of the syntactical patterns of writteh Englis07.
Alk

es that.bright childreptfrom literate familigs usually are

He

b.
i14ar with thege patterne Already; therefwe, teaching
*

PbOlieme-trapheme correniondende may bp enough. In ti.ng
hileñ whosePätterns bi spoken inglish differ

!,,ritten English, an inegi4ed, Qmmulative 1

the

from those of

nguage arts.program

490ssary to teach the grammaiical stru tures with which they!
*

#

et
8111



areal4nfamiliar. Ives.acknoWledges, '1.a.ct that a description

of,E4lish syntax must be compliCat44_ it is to be accurate

and compi,chensive, but ports out thaF'current instructional

materials.rely on the intuition of the native speaker, omit
0important parts of the system, orgfail io relate the formal

details of the grammatical system to meaning at vital points.

He does not attempt tg supply a comprehensive analysis of the

English grammatical structure in this article, but does list

some of the syntactical stinctions that teachers ikould recog
%nize as possiblesources of confusion for Children having0

. , 0 4comprehension problems in reading.

4

Lefevre, Carl A. Linguistics and the Teaching of Reading.
Vew York;..McGraw-Hill do., IT6r, 252 pp:41.

fitI Lefevre believes that a misunderstanding of the relationships,

hs,tween spoken and printed language patterns-is the most
,decisive element in reading failure. ,The purpose of this

,

book is to explain theie relationshUs tb the readilg teacher
,so that dhe can build on the child's existing knowledge of

uage during reading instrUction.

The child is readk to read when he undorstands that the:40:

)7",.language he hears aid speaks, can be represented graphicill

in writing and Twint, and that theWting and-prinlhe sees can

losay samethingOpihim. Ho .is already experienced in the hasic
414signals anlostruCtUres of. his language7-sdOmuch.so, in feet,'

that,he uti'es. them withoUt beingaware of theikexistence.
-11a.

Lefevro Velleliethat pricari reading should begin with deve1oping0
;-77r-

.

. '
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the child's consciousness of theSe basic language signals and

struotures and relate them to the graphic system. The best

--method for achieving this, he says, is thrciugh "...practice in

speaking and oral reading of familiar patterns, rith emphasis

ulip the native intonatio# ." He-devotes an entire chapter to

an explanation of intonation because he believes that it is an
_

extremely. important part,of the reading process. Stress, pitch,

and juncture (theEcomponents of intonation) signal various

grammatical and syntactical structures in English. If the child

does not learn to read with the intonation patterns he uses in

sraking, heibecomes a word caller, Unable tddlhear" and. compre-

herid what h is reading. Lefevill'is,.therefore, emphatically

against phonics and word methods of teaching reading because

these methods begin with unies that are too small to bear meara
dW

ing and,- therefore caritioir...be read with thefnatUral intonatj.on

1/ '

.

patterns which charaCterize sOoken landUage
. J

The child must be aught to reia,sentences from the onset
A.

;--:- of instruotion because sentences are the basic meaning-bearin
'ig-

-.0,..- /, .

..f--

:a uctures in Ehgligh. He should be Eaught to recognize the

four b ic sentence patterns in prine(he already has control f

'them in hi speech) and then should be tOght to recognizie

function 4r in these sentence patterns the Sk'Ucture words gJ4

r

-4

ihat signal function order, and so on,'progresiffing down through

the structures.that signal meanina until he.reaches the, level
, 0
where traditional reading instruCt n frequently begihs--the,

I
.

lsOlatedd"Wi.d. Lefevre sums Up:his approach by saying'it TricksirEA.
3
1,

.8 94
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'from larger to smaller wholes. He assumes that with A little

help children will learn to analyze the spelling-sound .r*elatton-

ships of words on their Iwn. Spelling should be taught induc-.

tively, and only as needed, until children understand the

larger graphic patterns.

Marquardt, William F. "Language Interference in Reading,"
The Reading teacher, 18 (December 1964),.214-218.

Marquardt believes that reCent'attention directed-toward

the giapheme-phoneme correspondence by linguists and others'

has resulted in the issu tion,that the only difference

between reading.and speaking is Ute difference in the codes
7'used to convey the message. The author contends that this

oversimplified view ignores many-of the:differences between

oral languagie behallior, 6nd:reading behavior. For instanCe,

*spoken proete has highly_itandardized Agitation patterns, an

eveness of tempo, little repetition, etc.while conversation
4 -

'Wei an uneveh tempo, more rfpVVion, use of gestures, iS

400.more structurally incomiilete, etc.
..,. * ,g'a

The child brings,With himt:,14te reapling to ieia-sitUa-
.,

citriog whol0 comPlex oiL'ort:languar skills as well as many

of. the behavior patteig! values, 04 meanings of 'his culture

,that interact with language. , Somav:Of these sfillilipatterns

.cah iaterere with the child's ifrning of th;*iSeit behav-,:,,i.

1:61*,,Pq s called for in reading V use they are much more
- .0

,.

' akintOi'rthoSe emplOted iii conversEition than those employed in
...;

reading. Marquardtp. 4!tlinguists needoto identify
.''A

.

.

the-linguistic fortS,Aud.thl r learni adhce,'by which
A

. a 6
0 .90 ,.

t
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the child can be led from his own oral languav skills td the
A

skills-involved in speaking prose. * -

Ruddell, Robert B. "/he Effect of Oral and Written Patterns of
Leitguage Structure on Reading Comprehension," The Reading
Teacher, 18 (December 1964), 270-275.

Ruddell's purpose in this study was to investigate the

effect of the similarity of oral and written patterns of lang-*

uage structure on reading comprehension of fourth grade children.
_Atm

Two hypotheses were) investigated: (1) degree nf comprehension

is a function nf the.similarity of the written patterns of

language structure to tile oral patterns of language structure

uded by children and r2) comprehension scores on vading pass-
,

ages utilizing hish jObequenoy patterns of oral language struc-

ture would be higher than those on passages utilizing low4P

IFfrequency patterns.

One hundred'snd"thirty-one randomly selectell.fourth gffEl,/de

AL 1P

P.
111 AIohildren were given a cire comprehension iest on six reading

passages. Three of these iasiages contained high frequency

patterns and,three ctained6,low ilrequency patterns,. Vocabulary
0

.

410.difficulty ankeentence length were controlled.

The comprehension scores gliceading pasedges differing in

,

ft

similarity,index values Ifere sigeticantly different beyond the 0,
,

.ol level. Comprehension scores on the'materialwith high

frequency patterns and on the materia,1 with lnw frequency_.
*

_patterzit 44ere significantly. different beyond the'.-01 level.
.

; The author-fouaa
statisticallysignificant clOrelation (.08)

between ttwhigh and. low frequency piktterns of language structurs

.91
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and scores on reading comprehension. Ruddell also found signif-

icant differences at the .01 level between comprehension scoree,.

when considered in relation to the occupational status of the

father, educational background of parents, and the intelligence,

mental age and chronological ag0 of the subjects. Sdx was the
4

only background variable that did not relate to performance.

He concludes that his iwpotheses were upheld.and that tlie
sr.

background variables of the subjects are significantly related

to reading compreheesion 04 reading materials that utilize high

and low frequency patternsOf oral langua0 structure. He
4

forfurther researCh studies ini.the area
7

,

patterns of language_cstruR.ttfet,i*-t0451114.

makes recommends

of oral and writi

comprehension.

Seymour, Dorothy. "What Do You Mean,
ThLialpentary School Journal, 70

.',-This article is a l'esponeevtothe
.

,

'Auditory Perception'?",
(Jfnuary 1970),

lingaisteicharge that
r--- 40

elpmentary school teachers waste valuable time and effort
4i.

."teAphing" children id "make sounds" and to "hear sounds"'
.

that they have been making and hearinesuccessfully for several
0years when they.entle schooir Seymour answers that it-is-

Pagrettable that teachers and texibbokkpubliefiers continue

0""

47.

use the Aerms "teaching sounds" an40"teaching'auditOry perception II

when th are actually teaching, the OnkldOn-to perceive lang
if- . ,

uage p .a different level than the childrenareAccudtdmed to.
..

.
.4'

Thus, it Is.Ahe terminology; not the practice, that is null*. -.

. ,

The authOr believes that children must be made Aidre of.

fact that li. ag fi a series of.sounds that dim be-

.

;50
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symbolized. In order to teach this concept, children must be

awart of what is meant by a "sounW of what is meant by "the

first sound"or the "last soutc4" etc, and of what is entailed

in considering a word as a group of Sounds spoken in a partic-

ular sequence. Children's lanauage ifs so much a part of them
.1s$.

that they are not aware of the Bounds in their speech. They

think of words as lexical items, not in the More- abstract terms

of their phonemic contrasts.

,

For the above reasons, SeymAr believes that "auditOrr '7

perception" is an'important part-of reading. instruction-,:.,and
7.

should nOt be discontinued because the teilms used to describe

Ut haVa been "faulty and'misleading. In order to Ober up te ,

misanderstandings about the nature of this type of nstructiolt
0 T

she proposes substitutingsthe terms "perception of anguage on
-11ra new

400.
level," "phonemi erception," "sound-symbol asuciation,"

md "symbol-sound association" for the old terms "audttory

perception,": "auditory disdiimination," "hearing sounds,'
II

articulation," and "making sounds.'1 ,Thelast section of 3e7
N,.

. * .

Seymour's article contains an outline of a prograutto teach
.

.

these skills An which the new terms are emtdoyed and. explained.
4

Soffilitti,james P:'"Why Children Pail 'to Redai' A Linguistic
Analysii:m. Earvardfliducational ReviewS.25 (gpring 198),

411037810,

The' fiest: part of Soffiet-ti's article ex4lains some of

the terms linguists employ imaltalyhtmlialwage.such as
0 *Hvrt# II

phoneme, _ rpheme and 1/

utteranct. The se'cond part of the

article deals with the problem otreatng and4miting. The Alt

471IF ek '7"

4
.
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second part of the article deals with teaching reading and
writing. Soffietti contrasts(the traditionalists' idea of the
reading'process with the.linguists'. The fOimer tend to believe
that the printed:word acts.as the trigger that releases a
meaning we already

ssess," whereaw.the,lingillets-beileve that
-v:

...tha_prin td:WortUace as:the trigger that releases its oral,
,

. . _

ountir rqVziot.,,ich; in its turn, releases a meaning we already
_ ,

The linguists, therefore, believe that vottatzation
or sut-vocalizatiOn is nev*r entingli eliminated in the reading4 .

Process. The difficuRy of the learning to read nrocess will
thus depend on,how readily the learner perceives what *bands
'the written words are meant tb represent. .Because the English
spelling pattern is so highly Irregular, the beginning reader
cannot depend upon the letter as a crimary.clue to vocalization.
Indireeti, secondary clues become of primary importance as do

.

psychological and social factors of the reader which might hi,3
influence his visual-auditory perception Of.clues. What would
ordinarily be considered

insignificant.i4pvidual differences, \
therefore, become important factors in reading instruction.

The third .part of the article contains a brief explanation
of how the author believes beginning readingshould be 40Ight
in.view Oif the linguists!

observations of th _ 4tg process.
Eseicallyv-he agrees with Bliffield on the material** be used
and its organization He disagrees with BloOmfreld, however,

4on the imPortice of writing inst ning to read process. err.:1!!,,,.:.,
.4.-

.

.

. ..Av4.474i.Roffietti believes that writing should be an integral part ofe.,

.

e.

pthe,learninOo read 6hocess.

.

9 4
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Wardhaugh, Ronald. "Linguistics=Reading Dialogue," The Read
Teacher, ii.(February 1968, 43?-4414.-

Wardhaugh acknowledges the conAkbution that linguistics has

made to reading while pointing Out.that reading researchers have

been very limited in their application.of linguiistic.theory to

reading. ThiS ha-s occurred because reading specialists have con-

sideral. only one aspect of inguistic thought--the iew that

nvis a recodification of speech.

4Iks focus hailed to.misconcêptions and over-simplifications

langvage is spilich and wri

when applied to reading. Wardhaugh contends that writing is more

than apeedh.writtjk down. "tech is characterized by pauses

repetition's, syntactic shifts, etc.;.reading material is written

in well-bontrolled sentences. Therefore, the performances of

speech and viiiting are niot ily related to eadh other. The

reading researcher's narr
5-,

view of linguistics has also resulted

in.an'overemphasis of phoneme-graPheme relationship. Many

- 4 ling4sts no longer consider the phone
.

studying langvage. Linguists such as

a fUnctional unit in

Friesf_YX4haugh claims,
8

have an oversimplified concept of the readinw_prOpffiss--it is muc-

more than acquiring high-speed) recognition respfhses to various

letter patterns.
2

!---The linguistic researdh that'the reildpg establj.shmentofh4..

letked'at thui far: has been concerned With describing English

utterances rather than explaining the underlying elements of

sentences and their relationships. According to Wardhaugh,
.*

;

.Clrótsky's syntactic theory, and Katz and,,Fodor's semantic theonl,

- P6'
have muct to off's the reading specialist in explaining hpW!

95
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sentences are understqod. It is in this direction that reading

researchers must proceed if they are to understand the VeryQ-

.

4'7,complex process of readine
4,

,j_Weber, Rose-Marie. "Slope Reservations on the Signifince of
Dialect in the AcqUisition.of Reading," in J. Allet Pigurel(Ed.), Reading Goals for the Disadvantaged., Newark Delaware:
International Reading-liMociation, 1,970, 124-131,4

Weber' does not-believe that existing studies.vn.the differ-
,

ences between spoken standard.Englirsh and Negro nonStandard

--Bnglish;constitutee retionalerTor-the:bepef.that these differ-_
ace

. _

encest.caOto tg failure amOtg.4onstanAtrd s'peaking. children.

:INg:k not equate *spoken standard inglish with .

writte h, expecially in considering beginning reading7.

tett9 ese'texts contain such e small range:of VocabL

ulary:.t.ithort sentences, Weber does not believe that thpy
ofr

poSpt_. Tiificantly more alien form Of language to;the nonstand-

ard. maker that they do Vac, the standard billish speaker. As
-

far as sound-letter correspondence ls concerted, she states that

our spelling system is not specific to any:particular ditteote

In addition, she believes that it is.unteeessary to acdommodate

sound-letter.correspondence to the pronundiation.of the child

because the-qhild IgOttaite capable of making this accommodation

himself.

notes that the vocabularies of tiie two groups are

very Allier% The major diikerences in nonstandard and standard

English ocCur in pronunciation- and syntaX: Because beginning

;01ders are at an age wheAttfiey are,most flexible in language- .

.

,

learning, Weber belieVes that nonstanderd speaking'chiidren-N t- ,

9 6
4
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willaccommodate themselves easily to these differences. In

summary, the author's reserVations on the significance of .

dialect differences in learning to read stem,from her.belief

that, "We.are far from answering the question: how much can al

written language differ from a spoken language before the taik

of language learning interferes with the task of learning to

read.",

9 7
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Section B: ApprOaches and MAterials
40-

The items in tilts sectiOn 'focus, in one way or another, on

the'approaches and materials that have'been used or proposed

for use in teaching.linguistically different children to,read:

Some items report on the effectiveness of various methods of

teaching reading. Some focus on the importance of developing

reading related skills for success in reading. Others take

account of reading materials used with linguistically different,

children--they evaluate the effectiieness of various.basal series,
¶.

.
list appropriate supplementary reading materials,,rePort,on

:children!s story pteferences, etc. Still others offer vaggeations

for curriculum reform.
. .

... a
It seems unlikely thatany One instructional approaCh or

set of booksiiill ever rove:to be !the" successful way to

teach reading to diale t'ipeeking children. It seems undesira-

ble, to this writer,.at any rate, to even establish this as a

goal for reading research as it implicitly denies the tremendous
)

amount of diversity to be found among these children. It does
.

.
,

seem likely, however, that a knowledge of some of the consider-

ations underlying methods and materials which have been pro- .1,

posed for, or tried with, linguisticalli different children

would help teachers in planning effective reading programs for

various children in their classes. It is hoped that the items

in this section will ?alp serve that purpose.

9 8
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Baratz, Joan 0. and Roger W. $hur TeachinK BlackChildren to Read. Washington, p.O.: Center foTITTolied.12inguistics,-1339, 219 pp.

This book contains articles by eight linguists whovare,
cáncerned with the relationship between language and reading;

4more. specifically, they are concerned with the nonsteadard

dialect many black children speak and its relationship to
,

4widespread reading failure among black children. The eight
./ contributors'are in agreeMent on several baW points: \(1) they

reject the deficit model-and. propose that the Bieck dialect is
a regular, rule governed form of speech which is adequate for
cogn tive development; (2) sufcess in reading depends upon
the extent to whieh'the.ehild's

own language corresponds tc;

the-language used in.reading instruction; (3) the major cause
of reading failureHamong black children is lack of correspondence

between. the child'slialect and the standard dialect used in the
schools; (4). the nonstandard dialect differs from standard English
in pronunciation, grammarrand, to a lesser degiee, vocabularyp

and (5) teachers of nonstandard English speaking students must
respect their students' dialect and familiarize themselves with,
its pronunciation and grammar.

The authors are not in agreeNent, howevi2r, on how to cope

with the problem of teaching reading.to these children.

Basically, the disagreement,centers around whether to retain
2present matfrials and adjust the teaching procedui.es oi to

revise the materials to accommodate the. dielect. GoOdman
believes that standard English materials should be used for

99' A .1
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teaching reading, but that studentt should be allowed to trans-j

late the telt into their own dialect ap they read. Baratz and .

S'teart argue that beginning tests must be written entirely in
)

the child'a dialect--a series of "transition readers" would

be used later to gradually move the child into standard English

texts.-

Some of the other topics detiat with in 'TeachinK Black -

Children to Read incliade orthography problems that-arise

writing dialect materials, the problem of phoneme-grapheme

relationships, interference problems that result from reading

another dialect, and the nature of dialect differences./ ,

Bruinknks, Robert. 14, William G. Lucker and Robert L. Gropper.
"psycholinguistic Abilities of Good and Poor Reading
Disadvantaged First-Graders," The Elementa0 School
Journal, 70 (April 1970), 378-37g:

In reviewing the literature, the author's found that

perceptual studies indicated that the disadvantaged lag )Sehind
- -

middle-class children in auditory. discriiination,, and in

auditory memory and sound blending. The studies did not

/indicate whether these deficits occurred.i'n disadvantaged

children in general or only in disadvantaged children who

had learning -problems in school. The authors' intent, in this

study, was to determine whether disadvantaged poor rviders .

would be significantly
.

\
inferior to disadvantaged good readers

in these skills. It was' hypothesized t)st they would be.-:-

William Labov's ardliclg; "Some Sources of Reading Problems
for Negro Speakers of NdIstandard English," froM this book.)is
lliumMartded in the "Dialectology" seption of Part I of,this
bibliography. x.

1 ao
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Forty7two children near he end_of their_Lfirst year of schOol

were chosen tor the study. Twenty-two had-been taught to read

with the initial teaching alphabet and 20 with a traditional
. ,

orthography series. Ralf the readers in each group were good

readers, the other half poor readers.' Both'groups were given

the ITPA.

The differences in the psycholinguistic abilities,between

-good and poor readers *ere not consistent across.the two reading

approaches.. The poor readers in the ITA group were significantly

inferior to good readers'on all.fodr subtests that required

listening and oral Axpression (p<.05), but were not inferior on

subtests requiring visual and motor communication. The poor
4

readers in the traditional group were significantly inferior to

the good readers in that grodp on only two subtests--one

requirkhg visual reception and one requiring auditory reception

(1)<.05). Thus, the prediction that pooi readers be signif-
. ,

icantly inferior to good readers on psycholinguistic abilities,

was given only partial support.

. It should be noted that there was greater disparity in the

mean 'reading score$,of good and poor readers in the ITA group:

Thus, failure to find as many psycholinguistic deficits in the

poor readers taught by traditional orthography 'could be related

to the fact that they were less inferior than good readers in

over-all" reading performance. Another explanation could exist
A.

in the differences between the two reading methods. The ITA

\met,)id, with its greater emphasis r:sound-symbol o.Orrespondence,

AP

1 0 1
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may be more difficxxlt for children who have_auditory_deficits

as opposed to visual deficitS:

The 'authors suggest, on the basis of their findings, that

remediation exercises for poor readers focus on improving

auditory reception and vocal expression in both the grammatical

and the rote aspects of language. They also note. the need for '

more research on the individual.characteristics of children that

interact with various approaches to reading instruction.

Carlton, Lessie and Robert H. Mbore. "The Effects of Self-
1Mrective Dramatization on Reading Achievement and
Self-Concept of Culturally Diaadvantaged Children,"
The Readinc Teacher,,20,(November, 1969), 125-130.
, .

Carlton and Moore describe the.results of their study which

wis.designed to determine whether-greater gaips in reading

achievement and favorable changes inself-concept could be

brought about in culturally disadvantaged children through the

use of self-directive dramatization. Terms they used in this

study and their definitions are: (1) self-directive dramatize-
r

..tion-refers to the pupil's "4..original, imaginative, spontaneous
. interpretation.ofAl character af his own choosing in a story

which he selectp and reads coOperatively.with other pupils...",
1 2(2) self concept--"...what the child thinks he is,. what he

thinks he can do, and what he thinks he cannot do" and -

(3).self-directive dramatization period--consisted of three and

one half months.

The experimental groups consisted of one first, oni seCond,

one third, and one fourth grade class in.allow socio-econokic
\

area school with.an E15% Negro population. The control students
.'

'
4-,

102
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_came from zither classes in the same school and from classes in

another elementary school inthe same.ystem;. each pupil in

the control group was matched with one in the experimental group
i-

on the basis of grade, sex, ihtelligence yore and reading grade
score. The reading section of the Gray-Votaw-Rogers Achievement
Test was used to measure reading Achievement. A set of Questions,

which identified negatiN4 behavior Was checked for each child
-

before and after each dramatization period to determine Changes
.

in self,covept-(ezperimental group only).

After two dramatization periods; the second grade exRerimental
. group made an average reading gain of 1.87 which was .62 greater -\

than the average gain of the control group (p<.01).c_The third

grade, with anaverage gain of 1.18, made a .30 higher gain

than the control group (134..02); The fourth grad; experilAntar\

ouP made a gain of..85 and the control group a'gain of .43--._

.e" the .42 ifference in favor of the experimental group was sig-

nificant at the .02 leVel. The firs; "de children were.not

tested in reading during the firit semester. Their scores,

-, therefore, reflect ohly the gains-duringpne dramatization period.
. 4 .

The fiist grade experithental roup- gained 1.13 in reading achieve-

tr

ment to .24 for the c ntrol group. The .89 differAce in favor
,..,

of the experimental g oup 'was significant at the .01 level.

: Changes in_zalf-concept were measured by the decrelfe in
.

.

the number of checks on each child's aelf'-contept vestions.

Cildren in al gradesshoifed a decrease which was interpreted

to mean a gain in elfIconcept for the children.

103
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The authors conclude that their.results ".may well be

a breakthrough in the effort to help disadvantaged children
make more rapid progress in reading."

4.

Collier, Marilyn.' "An Bvaluation of Mniti-Ethnic Basal Read
. Elementary Biaglish:,44:(Eebruary 1967), 152-157.

The-author'examined rst-rthird grade basal reading
books from four publishing.companias(all

books were published

after 1960 and before MaY 1965) in order to detetm ne whether
the stoile presentedlion-Oaucasian characters without-stereo
types And as .equal withwhite characters. In order to evaluate

the books, a list of 72 "yes-orunolc0134111.oner was pi*epared. Th4
questions .centered around ten categories such as race, neighbor-

hood, fetidly, occupations, etc. *

.

Collier reports the books( treatment Of character's. under
each Caiegory, topt only some of the more important conclusions

will be repOrted here. She found that each series presented ,4
1

Negroes of.only onesocio-economic class, Whether it was lower .

clasi, middle-class suburban, cit wHatever, leading ter to suggeSt:.
,

#
\..._ .

. .that Negro children of more than one socio-economic,12.Ss could
.

. .

idotseasily.iaentify with the characters, None Of'tbe stories---.
.

.

.attempted.to present problems which could occui becadiie of race
differences. Ther(were few-Stories dealing with other ethnic
groups than Negro. The sories seemed to present children in.. .

...

A .idealis 16 situations--they
were Well-behaved, always s giltled

l.arguirient verbally, tc. fone nf
lp

the families t§td only one

...._

parent'or a'step parekt and Only one portrayed an.extended family.
.

1.94
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group characters by Caucasians., .

Criscuolo, Nicholas P. 'How Ekfective Are Basal Reader's with
I

Culturally Dtsadvantaged Ohildrenf" Elementary English,.45(Madh 1968), 364=365;
St

t

This article reports the major':1:indings:qf a study 'con-.
.

-..*ducted to determine the effectiveness of basal'readers with
f

Culturally disadvantaged'children.° -Eighty-seven chilVdren frmn. .
' :1 . .

twci schoolswere studiedone with ,a-lower-middle class popula-'
jion ghd thLther with a lowei-Lower class population,.

73txty-four er cent of the children were Negithd,36%,were.

.,

. '

Caucasi In each school, one class used a bleal reader'and
.completed e skip. development eection and the enrichment,-

.

,activities, while another third grade clot:paused the same basal
series,,completed

do the enribhment
7

approach grOup) co

savedrby'.7aMitting the enrichment actrieties while the eririchment4

approach group oovered only qne. \The study was Conducted .over .

astx-month- period. Pre-s.alid post-test sOeres,were obtained

the skill deve1opmen6ilection',,

activities. The latter group (

vered twoof/the basal.readers

but did not

the acceleration

in the tfie

(
using the Metropoli ading Test. Th enrichment approach
for both schools produced a average, rne.n groWth of 6.1 months
on the two-reading subtests, while Ihe a 6eleration approach,,

:oduced an average of 3..2 mohths. -

On title basisof his findinge-", OrisCunlo believes that use
of thcbasaf reader produce satiNfactory reading achievement
-if.useda sufficient amount of time to allow for complete

Jrk
mastery of readtng skills.

. 1.05
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Davis, Allison, "Teaching Language and R adineto Dtsadvantaged
, Negro Children," Elementary English,

*. 791-797.
2 (November 1965),

The author,advocates shifting the emphasis from eading,

per se, language and cognitive development during_ ie K-3

y:ears: She believes that this' Willeresult in more rapid learning

of vocabulary and syntax which, in turn, will provide the founda-
.

tion for the successful mastery of reading later on. The K-3

\a Nprogram slyal . emphasize activities thilt.teach children to.
.

observe, classify, reason, and express themselVes verbally.

_This is, best accomplished. by the use bf pictures, oblifts,

audio-vtsual aids, etc. that will give the child an_opportunlAy

to expand his vocabulary and learn cogn, tive skills as he engage
411(

inproblem solving_activitiv related to these.stimuli./After

the chii.d has ma ered asic group ofwOrds and concepts, he
,)

is introduced, dartive through stories. The stoi.ies (which

may be read,to the child, dramatized, presented on records; etc.)

arepti to encourage the child to extend his voCabulary and
,

!'° increase the complexity of his thinking. When the child is

ready to read, the author notes that teaChers inust exert an

effort to select;stories'which will meet.the interest.s of

disadvantaged children--they are hard to d.

Donelson, Kenneth L. and Sharon Faggan. Selec:ted Bibliographiy
for Non-Middle Class Children, Grades 6-10," plementary
English, 44 (December1;961)4 8569,861.

The authors present Of over 75 books with.non-WASP

and non-middle class heroes. firief annotations ar 1 luded.

In their discussion, the authors warn teachers against using-
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-°
the books for indiscriminate bibliotfierapy or limiting Claseroom

reading to these boOks a1one,4174krirdless of the ethnic or

ocio-economic tackground okhe.itudents. He also includes

litofseveralothersources,that might prove helpful in
.

supp .ying titles of<n-middle class'oriented books.,

wards, Thomes J. "The Language-EXperience Attack on Cultural
Deprivation," The ReadinK Teacher, 18, 546-551 and 556..

Of.all the problemsencountered by the culturally deprived

child. Edwards believes the following constitute-the most serious

iiandicaps in the development oT coMmuniCation tkills an'd

academic success: restricted background of experiences and.'

concepts, cognitive stagnationi- and oral language deficiency,
, including problems with perceptual distortionr vocabulary, and

sYntax.

He believes the language-experience app ch used frequently
r )

with young children,' but; 4eldom with older o isfa very

effective- method for deling with theseproblems,it an7 age

level. It%"...involves the teaching of an array Rf thinking and

language skills in a itcussion setting centering alround a,topic

(preferably controversi ) Whit is.anChored directli ift.the
. %

group." The approach is very
experientes and int

flexiile allowing i
- ...i .

\
aids, resource mat rials, smd clasaroom sizes.

The author s ggests guidelines for implementing the

language-experience approach which cover topics ok discussion,,

S/the teacher's Ale, the sequence f instruction and ifollow-up

rasIte

to accommoda,vaiims ge leVels, teaching' .4

activities.1

#
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Elkind, David and Jo ban Deblingei. "Perdeptual lrrainin& andReading Achievement in Disadvantaged Children," Child'Development, 40 (March 1969),.11-19.

The author's interest in Piaget's ideas concerning the

dec.entralization of perception led them.to devi.se Ws Study'-,

'in which the trained an exPerimental group,with nonverbal
, perceptual,exercises and,a control with a COnimercial reading

aprogram in order to compareosubsequent reading aOhisvement.

Both groupe,were comprised bf second-grade ,innercity *Negro'.

children and were submitted t'OAraining sessions of half an

hoir, three times a week for'fifteen weeks. .Twenty-ninl
.

subjects were in the control group and 25 were in the e erimental
group. The groups were matched.for'verformance on sts.. f

perceptual activit ( Picture Ambiguiti Test Diva and the cA

Picture Integratic44est DIV ) and reading achievement (Form

W of the.California Achievemoht Tests).

The nonverbal perceptua\training consisted of.solving

anagrams, unscrambling words, making symbolic transformationev

-etc. The children 7:earned the,procedures by observing chalk-

loard examples--no verbal instructions were given and no 4trbal

responses were allowed: The exercises were frequently in the-
.

from of games aO competition waS encuraged'. The control

group's trainin%7sessions consisted of a" regular reading program?'

,

f The Bank StreetoReaders--they completed one first and one-
'''.

secon rad/t reader during the fifteen week session.

Hetests run-on the,posttest scores showed that the experi-''

mental group did significantly better on the PIT thanthe
4 I:

f-)
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group (1)<.05).- The experiMental group also scored significadtly

higher' on.the word form 'find word recognition subtests of the

California lchielement Test (p(.05). -Differences between

group scores oi the PAT and the 4ther subtests of th'e California
%

AchidvementIest did not reach wignificance'but generally

fikvored the experimental group.
..

'the authors conclude that nonverbal training in 140keptual
.-

activitir haa a greater affeOt upon the redbgnition of words.

,

.and word form'than tid the,usual type of reading inatruction.

'They note that the training did not differentially effect'reading 1

comprehension, but point out that-the exercises were not designed

for that purpose.

bans, Robert. -ftlat Do Children in the Inner City Like to Read?",
Rlementary, School Journal, 69 (December 1968), 119-122.

Rmans randomly selected eleven girls and eleven bois in

an inner city chool wtio had not started a formal reading pro-'

/3)gram to det1 mine whether they preferred the stories in a

multi-ethnic reader with a city theme or the stories in a

multi-ethnic reader with a family-friends-pets theme. A story
4,...

was chosen from the first grade readers of the basal series

utilizing the city theme and paired with-SWe-trom another basal

series utilizing the family-friends-pets theme until there were

six pairs of stories: A studeat teacher then read a pair of

stories to a child individually and asked him to indicate which he

would like tehear again. Using various student'teachers, all

story pairs were read to each of the 22 children, controlling

109
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for order of presentation of stibries and the irlfluence of
6

particular ?seders.
- t

.0t the 132 times the childreh were waked to intioite their
,

preftrence,.they.chose the stories on the-family-friends-pets

theme Ao times end the city stories 52 times:. Thus, the family,

etc. theme stories rale chosen significantly more often (p40005).

A replication stud* in another innen;city-school using identical

prO-cedures-(except that..14,boys. 10 girls arid five graduate

student readers took'part in it) obtained sialar results--'

family, etc. stories chosen 93 times to 51 timestogthe city
(-stories (p.001). Emans concludes that the family-friends-,

pets theme is more appealing to inner-city .0hildren, but notes

that art work could have influenced preferences.

Feldman, Shirley 0., Dorot4 Schmidt and OyndLia Deutsch.,
"Effects of Auditory Training on Reading Skills of RetardedReaders," perceptual:and Motor Skills, 26,(1969, 467-480.

After reviewing the literature?oncerning the relationship of

auditory and "reading skille, the authors cow:lusted that good

readers possibly.function on a higher developmental level

perceptually than poor readers. They assumed that if this

is true, then the ,use of a developMental auditory training

program with socially disadvantaged poor'readers should increase

reading achievement. Their study was designed to test this

assudption.

Subjects luded 64 Negro and Puerto Rican third graders

from five schools located in low socio-economic neighborhoods

(because of mobility of families this nuaber shrank to 57 then

.47 and then 45 at the various posttesting sessions). Subjects

110
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4
were assigned to one of four training groups: reading training

alone, auditory training alone, successive reading and auditory
(91'

tmelMligor control. Each doup met with a tutor for 70 minute

sessions three times weery. Pre-.and posttests included

reading tests (Gates 167/mary Reading Test, Gates Oral Reading

Test, Gates Sight Vo9ibulary Test and the RoswIl-Ohall Word'

Parts Test) and auditory tests ( a battery of 11 tests, nine of

which were designed or modified specifically for tills studya.-

they included sound recognition 'tests, word-pair,discrimingtion

tests, attention tests, and memory tests).

In attsepting to ascertain the effects of time, tutoi,

treatment and/or ethnicity.,on the test scores, the authors used

analysis of covariance. No treatment group's scores were superior

to any other group'e. 6The combined effects of time and tutor

. signifiCantly influenced only'one variable, the Phoneme Test 9

(pt.10). There were significant treatment by tutor effects for

four of the reading scores and six of the auditory scores (p4.10).

The combined 5(fects of treatment and ethnicity were also

investigated. The authors round that the Puirto Rican children,

who received only auditory training performed significantly

better on the reading tests than did the Negro children who

received only auditory training (p*.01), but the Negro children

who received only reading instruction performed significantly

better than the Puerto Rican children who received onls reading

instruction (p<.01). The authors'auggest that Puerto-Rican

cAldren were learning English as a second language and,

1 1 1
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therefore, benefitted from the anditory,training while' the

Negio thildren may have been confused by.the audit training =

because the sounds they learned were similar to, ut sttll

different from, those in their own dialect.

The authors conclude that little evidence was obtained to

'support the hypothesis that a developmental auditory.skills program

would increase reading achievemeng. Although interaction

effects were revealed among.tutor, time, ethnic group and

treatment variables, none of'the treatments alone was effective

An increasing reading scores. AThey discuss the timing of

intervention programs lind suggest that third grade children

may be past the olitimal age for having a basic skill, such es

auditory discrimination, generaline automatically-to reading

skill.

A
Ford, Robin C. and J.Koplya ldren's StorrPreferences,"

The Reading teachet, 22 ember 1968), p33-237.

The authors attempted to determine the story preferences
Itof 169 suburban upper-middle class children and 204 urban

(Neg o lower-claes children from grades 8-3 by the use of.a

nonverbal test. The nonverbal test was used so children
,./

could not be influenced by other child n's repsonses or

7
,

teacher reactions.

Ten pictures in each of six categories (children in

general, children in Amer-city and ghetto areas, Negro

heritage, history and science, animals,: an4 fantasy) were

entered in a booklet in random order and presented to each child.
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"s.

The clIA:d was told to circle thelpicture (four were on page)

he liked0oest and."x", the picture he liked leadt on eachpage.

Several sentences portraying the action in each picture were

also randomly mixed and read to the second and third grade

.children who were asked to circle and "x" the sentences in .

same way they did the pictures.

The percentage of "times most liked" give

each catOgory.ranged as follows: Negro heritag

65%;shistory and science; 59%; child

picturestin

79%; ghetto

n' in general, 46%;

fantasy, 3'5%; ,and animals, 22%. The chi-square value 4. 36.70

with 6 degrees of freedom is stat4ftici1ly significant at the

.01 level. 4 breakdown of categories represented by the ten pic-

tures most liked showed that five of the ten best liked belonged f

in'the history-science category. Of the ten lost disliked, four

related to fantasy and four to animals.

Second and third graders' responses to the,sentences showed

that Negro heritage was most frequently chosen as liked and fan-

-, tasy was most frequently chosen as disliked.

In their discussion, the authors point out that these

results are contrary to those of earlier studies (Witty, et. al.,

1946; Norwell, 1958) which found that middle grade children

preferred animal stories, humor, and fantasy. fhey suggest that

television may be instrumental in bringing about these changes.

'They also warn that the small number of pictures and sentences
Acke

used, coupled with a large number of uncontrolled variables, may
A

have influenced the results.
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'Henson, Earl'and Alan H. Robilson. "Reading Readiness and
Achievement of Primary Grade Ohildrenier Different
Socio-economic Stratai" AnsUlig Tritcher, 21 ,

(October 19671, 52-56 and-79.

The authors compared the performance of Negro disadvantaged
Children; averagei.middle-class childien,; and advantaged

children from 8-3 on the Goodenough Draw-A-Man:Scale;-MetrOpolitan

adinese Tests, and Metropolitan AChievsment Tests. Sample.

as in each subgroUp were sma/l, ranging from 13 in the averag
_-

second grade group to 43 in the average K group. Differences
..in intelligence, reading readineis, and reading achievement

test scorez5ong the subjects of different iOcio-economic,

strata atthe different grade levelos Were compared by'analysis.
,.

o$ variance-uaing .05 as an acceptable level of confidence.
..

Advantagedkindergarltenerascoredsignificantgher,

than the average; and theaverage scored signific ntly higher

than the diaadvantaged on ihe Metropolitan Readin ss Tests.t

The advantaged K gioup also acored significantly higher than the

disadvantaged group on the Goodenough Draw-A-Man Scale. No

significant differences were found in Ae performance.of 'boys

and girls at the K level.
,

The first grade advantaged group scored significantly

above the disadvantaged on all tests anir.significantly high4r
ok.than the average on the Draw,4.1.-Man_Sc9.e and the Met. Readiness

Tests. Average e4bjects outperformed the disadvantiOd the

Met. Readiness test and two seCtiozi.Of the Met. Achiev
. .

-Tests. Once again, no significant differences were found in the
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performance of girls and boys.

4. Advantaged second graders scored'eignificantly higher
lash.than the disadvantaged on.the Draw-A-Man Scale &Bathe

Met. Achievement Tests. The scores of advantaged subphts

on sections one and three of the Metropolitan Acklevetent Test.

were also signifintly.,above those of the average subjects.

Average subjects scored significantly higher on the Draw-A-Man,

Scale than the disadvantaged. Girls'sc6ras were,s*ificantly

higher than boys'on the-Met. Achievement Test.

Advafitaged third, graders, mice_agOn, sooredtaignificrtly
higher than the disadvantaged on-the trawA-Man Sdala and

Met.4chievement lest. Advantaged subjemts' scores were also

'significantly higher than the average subjects' scores ontthe,

Met. Achievement Test. The average grouy scored significantly

higher than both other groups on the Draw-A-Man Scale at this

level. The average group also scored significantly higher

4 than,the disadvantagedon section one of the Met. Achievement

Test. No significant sex differences'Were found in scores at

the third grade level:::

The authors conclude that the advantaged outscored the

disadvantaged an all tests at each grade level--the entered ..11

the primary grades more keady to read and increased the differ-

eroce.at each v4E:de level. Differences between tho advantaged

and average sUbjecte were smaller and less uniform, but the

advantaged group appeared to be more reato begin reeding

instruction, and were ahead in reading achievement in the

115
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second and third grade.;

Difierences were-less,pionounced between the average and

disadvantaged subjects, but the average group seemed to be

more advanced in\word discrimination at the first grade level

and in word knowledge at the first and.third grhde levels.

Barris, A1berr3. and Morrison Coleman. "The CRAFT Project:A Final Report," The Reading Teacher, 2 (January 1969),335-340.

This article reports the reSults of the ORliT (Comparing

Reading Approaches in First Grade Teadhink with Disadv

Children) project in which Negro Children were taught to r

by two basic approaches, Bkills-Ce d ftenguage-Elpe

.The Skills-Centered ApproacbcV into'two methods--

4/4'Basal Reader ethod and EL0214:.71, i 1 d. The Language-

' Experience Approach was dividedipit0,an Audi isual Method and

a regular Language-EXperience Method. Over 1000 children

participated throdgh the firsigrade, 656 throught,the,second

grade, and 1128 wety located in the third grade follow7up. In

a replication stUdy, 680 children participated through the first

year and 402 through, the second. Some of the more important

findings were as follows;

(1) The differences between rattan reading-scores within each
method were greater than those between approaches,and methods.

(.0,-Xindergartenchildren had consistently higher scores than
non-kindergarten Children on the first grade pretests ando*
on all sets_of posttests; differences tended to increase
through the 'third grade. 00

(3)- Children identified by theirteachers as being early readers
at the beginning of first grade surpasded the total popula-tion on the pretests and 'On.all sets of posttests. .They

e"
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scored well above.grade norms on all reading tests by the
end-of third grade..

(4) PUpil atiitude tOwaxd reading was essentially, similar in all
methods after the first year.

(5) Girls tended to have slightly higher means on some readiness
tests-and boys on others. Achievement differrences in favor
of, girls Aended`to increase during the secliond and third
grades, and were substantial,by the-And of third grade.

Third graq0/scores were higher after the CRAFT project was
undertaken than they vererin the same schOols before the
CRAFT project.

As a result of these and other findings, the'authors make,

the2,14owing recommendations:

(1) The teaCher se ed'to be far,more important than the method.
Therefore, in-sèryice workshops and expert consultative
help should be.pro ided for all teachers.

(2)' The authors recommend that' Jforts be made tb try to determine
Aich combinations of instructional components are most .

.suitable for use with ttle disadvantaged, rather than con-
tinuing to compare components of-instructional approaches.

gramsshouldinclude sequentially planned
actiyities fo he development of read' ess.

(4) It should be determined :::4-4ther a continued involvement of
teachert'An the experimental use of neW materials and
methrs continue to` ring about positive reading
resu ts.

(3) Kinder§arten

%ft

(5) Research shoutO be done to determine why A signifiCant
relationship,between teacher satisfaction with a method
and her eesuli-s with it was obtained.

(6) Research should be done to determlne, the most efficacious
ways of instructing digadvantaged boys.

Hollingsworth, Paul M. PCan 'Training in Listening Improve
Reading?" The Reading Teacher, 18 (November 1964),
121-123 and 127.

a
This article is a review of 16 studies done between 1940 and

1962 thatldealt with the interrelationship between listening

117
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and z'eading, and'with listening and its effects-on. reading.

Hollingsworthudes-that they show thaCt reading ability.

can be improved by improving listening ability.
1,

Holmes, Jack A. 'and Ivan Rose. "Dleadvantaged Children and the
Effectiveness of i.t..a.,H4The.ReadinK Teacher, 220anuary

-T-71r1969), 350-356. ,

The authors rep rt on an experkMlant:in which 486 die,advan-
,

taged first graders were taught to read by i.t.a. and 542 by

'a traditional,orthography (t.o.). Many f these. disadvantaged

-students were Mexican-Americana.. The_twlogrou s were matched,

kor'IQ,and readinereadiness.
. *

. ,

At the end of the year,,37% of t e t.t.a. pile were

reading above grade level compared to Seven perccent.of.the

group. Fourteen per peta_of the^i.t.a. and 19% of the

t.o. however, 'Imre_ reading at pre-primer'level or below.

Diff ncei in themean scotet'of the two grgups o anfmrd

Ach evement Test favor tha,i.t.a. group (p(,0-1)1 owever, data

corr tions based on the pre-test scores had not been dotie.
'41

,1
The authors conclude that the children who.were ready to

read made faster progress in i.t.a. than in t.o. The relatively

large number of children reading below grade level, however:.

indicates that no method i beneficial for children who lack

readiness skills. The aut ors point out that of the 28% of

Mexican-American children reading above grade level in the i.t.a.

group, only two per cent were Spanish speaking compared to 20%-.

who were English speaking.

The last part of the article is devoteckto a discussion of
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twhat-Can be-done to prepare educationally disadvantaged chilaren 7-

for readirtg: Itay believe that the most serious in uacies
-.1-.

of disadvantaged children are in,the area of language evelop-s.

meriti..and recommend activities to develop language abilitx,(
visual and uditory perception and reason41/4skilIs.

Keener, Bev1erly M. "Individualized Reading lnd the Disadvan-
taged," The ReadinK Teacher, 20 (February 4967), 410-412.

The author, believes that the advantages Of an individualized /

approach to readin5 lend themselves particulerly well to teach-

ing the disadvantaged. The self-selection priliciple,allows the,

child, to choose stories featu;ing minority groups, an-urban

environment, or otherthemas thal may tend ta make the stories

more interesting to him than those in a basal reader. Student'

written arterials can also be added to the classroom reading

collection..

The self-pacing aspect of an individual zed reading program

eliminates the "being in the low group" stga. A sense of

importance and, worth can also bigiven to the-child as theteacher

observes and praiies each degree of progress he makes, and as

the child participates in projects to share his book,e.g., art

projects, dramatization, etc..

Keener devotes a section of ttils article to suggestions

concerning classroom organization and reading related activities

to be used in the individualided reading program.

Ornstein, Allan C. "101 Books for Teachipg the Disadvantaged,"
Journal of Reading, 10 (May 1967), 546-551.

\

This list was designed to help teachers locate supplementary
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reading books for the urban disadvantaged Puerto Rican or

Negro student. According to the author, the books "...reflect'

the role.and contributions of the Negro alad Puerto Rican in our

1 1 6 4

culture, they enhancd the essential dignity and integrity of

minorities, they provide appreciation and understanding of
V.minorities, and they promote brotherhood." Each bdok is

designated for idther junior-high school students (books rlinge

from fifth to ninth grade reading level) or high-schoOl°

students:(bookscOrt frOn 'eighth grade level). Some books

should,.thereforebe Appropriate for uppei elementary stuaents

-reading.at or above grade-level'. The books are listed under
'the following categories: The Past Re-examined; -Current

Literature Whi h Reflects Our NatiOnal'Challengellusic and

Art; Poetry, heatre and Literature; The Sports rld; and

Fiction an Short Stories.. 'Prices of books tare given.

Packer, Athol B. "Ashton-Warner's Key Vocabulary for the
Disadvantaged," The Reading Teacher, 23, (March 1970),559-104.

In the Ashton-Warner approach to beginning reading, the

child is asked to tell 'the teaciaer what words he would like to

learn that day. The teacher prints the word (or wOrds oi phrases)

on cards for the child who then traces them with'his finger,

copies them and reads them When the,child has developed a

sight vocabulary of around 40 Words he is encouraged to write

stories using his words. e contT11es to build his sight vocab-.

ulary in this manner. Thus, it lac:basically a language-experience

approach to reading.(For
a completeldescriptioni of thistohapproach

1 2 0
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see 4shton-Warner,-Sylvia. Teacher. New York: Simon and

Schuster,,1963.)

---Tabker compared the vocabulary requested bypsadvantagea
.1

ch'ildren in fouzYcities '(Paladelpkiia, Pa.; JoneeborpOrk.;_
/ \

Yakima, Wash;;;and Jackponville, Fla.) to the.voedbilary presented
. ) 16.

.

,.

in the preprimers ali'd primers-of the four basal reading-series.-

used in those cities in ordlr to de\terle Whether there was a, .

,
-.

. .
.

.

C.

, Significant difference. Racial bompósitien waded in the class-
.

Nipms under study.in the four Cities, ,but the majority of PhildrepC.

were black, mith other ethnii groups'represented in some cities.'

Words re4uested by the children (i.e., "key vocabulary")

and-those prese*ed'in the basal were, divided into 14.categories,

e.g., pereion's names, fed, sex locomotibn, animals, etc: The'

Ovcentage of words i each category was computed from_the total

wbrds requested in each city and then compared to the percen

of words in each category domputed from the.basal used in that
,

city.' Percentages for each city were placed in rank prdei and

the Spearman R corrlation eoefficient was obtained.between the dalow

g

key and basal for each citir The only positive correlation

significant at the one per cent level between the key.words and

basal words was found in Jacksonville. Key vocabularies froll

the four cities were also correlated. There was a significant

correlation at the one per cent level between the Philadelphia

and Jonesboro words and between the Jonesboro and Yakima words;

but generally, the data suggested that the words asked for in

various cities were different.

; 2 1
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.

, The author concludes.that the -wo0s children request to
. ' .

learn and .those presenteCin the-popular basalveaders are.
' t4 t

C.significantli, differenti: Shelpelisves thatiphe requeeted.word$
._ \

are more , meaningfurto them, and thus, it may,be easier for
./7

some children .to learn to read by the Ashton-Warner. approach.'
,#,iiiNt, Penny. "TeaChtnajteginhing Reading to Disadvantaged

Children-from PicturaS Children Draw, in J. Allen.rigurel.
(Bd.), Reading Goals for the. Disa4pumtaAed.:- Newark:
Delaware: nteFURWEET Reading Atiociation, 1970.,' 84-90.,.. .

lhe.lauthor, an .art teacher in the Washington; p.c. schoofp.

0111 -
system began an eXperimental reading program after becOmiig

i,

.puzzled by the reading failure of many lower grd0e-ghetto.

,children. She had observed that.their drawing's exhibiteUthe

skills usually considered necessary for success,in reading

organiZerthought 4(a.logical and or0;r1y

.,manner) and 'wer6-as 'skillfully and eastly executed as those by

children in middle-clees schools.

She and reading"tellaier's wiko participated begthr-
'Y47; ' '

It\by WI'iting the words for the objects portrayed in eaCh child's

picture directly on the picture asosely Eis possible to the

objects.' Chilren immediately began requesting more words
4

e-o-py-1-114 the worop already written on .their pictures. .She then

handmade 50'pnimers using only the initial sight vocabulary

from the children's picturee for thepr.imer. Gradually,

additional vocabulary:derived from the Dolch lpt was introdUced

(with preference givento rhi6ing words) until,by the end of

Book Three, 230 words had been introduced. The children's.

1 22 4
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illueiations mere uped in these primers. After completion of

these primers, the children were'started in the first reader of

-. a basal program.

Platt reports that the children who began this experiment

in September of 1968 were successfully reading in the-first

basal reader by March of 1969. No standardized tests were.

administered, 'but she reports that children performed success-

..fully on teacher designed tests. No information is. iven on:.

the number of rbjects in the exVeriment, readine" test

reading achievement test scores, etc..

,

. The author claims that her method has provided a successful

beginning-to-read experience for the children, and citee the

following reasons for this success: (1) readinese time was

minimized by utilizing the child's own experiences as a basis

for-reading, (2) the learnini to.read task was.made easier

because the ehild knew in advance the-concepts he would read

about, (3) the author's preprimer eliminated.possible confUsion

between words in the text and the objects in the pictures, and

(4) an easy transition from drawing to writing.to reading was

provided.

Roberts Hermese B. "Don't Teach Them to Read," BlementarY,
° edf !Walsh, 47 (May 1970), 638-640.

The author is strongly opposed to delaying reading for

ISE speaking children until they acquire a working knowledge

af standard'English. She recommends an earlier inceptiou*of the

reading program which would include beginning reading readiness.
4
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reading.
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as 'soon as possible (preferably at the preschool

beginning reading instruction as soon as the child

She outlinep the following approach to'teaching

(1) Identify the concepts from the black culture that have
crucial relevance to language and reading and utilize
them (and the accompanying vocabulary) to provide the
student's initial decoding experiences and, then, grad-
ually bring holm, into formal_reading. Parents and com-
munity members can assume a large ro44164,n thii aspect of
the program.

(2) Use a child's experiences, stated in his language, as
reading material.

(3) The approach to teadhing reading should be language
10 oriented--listening, speaking, reading and writing should

be related imall school activities.

(4) Make him aware of other social dialects to develop through
books, T.V., role-playing-activities, etc.

#
(5) Encourageshim to write his "b:oks" and stories in standard

( English so that children who speak this dialect can read
'them. 4

The author believes that this approach builds on a well-

established language foundatiOn--that of the child's own culture.

It also preserves the child's self-concept, introduces him in a

natural way to other dialects, elicits ',affect and'community par-
.

ticipation, and avoids the feeling of failure that would result

from preventing the child from learning to read while teaching,

hdm another dialect.

Rosen, Carl L. "Poverty Children and Reading CurrIculum Reform:
A Broad Perspective, "Educational Technology, 10 (May 1970)
38-45.

The aim of this article is, in the author's words, to

relOr the traditional in education, analyze the present,
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and offer some considerations for future educational curriculum

reforms...". The traditional approach to educating poverty
1

children has demanded thattie children conform to the white,

middle-class school systeivwith its prescribed curriculum,. behav--

tin, norms, and rigid schedules. When the behavior, customs,

attitudes, language, beliefai, and habits of povertYchildren

do not fit into this mold, i b 'children are often disciplined

harshly andieritten off as unable to learn. No attempt is

made to adjust the school to the child, and teachers or admin-

istrators who would try are usually censored by the educational

establishment.

There is a ditcussion of the "Great Society" years when

unpreCedented amounts of money were poured into programs for

the education of poverty cAildren. The author discusses several

of the reaions for the failure of these programs to live up to
0

their grandiose designs, but the most basic seem to be a lack

of understanding of the depth and nature of the problems involved

and an atheoretical, poorly-planned approach to sulving 'them.

Having - argu ed-thet -masetvely- =rens ed-fed ettil-fdAffing

alone did not, and will not, establish equal opportunity for

poverty children, the author gives his considerations for

curriculum reform that will help bring about better education

for them. He contends that the deficiency-deprivation model

has been uted to explain failure too long, and that the impact

of cultural differences has, until recently, been ignored.
:-
We adiocates conducting studies to explore the effectiveness
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of teaching reading in the dhild's native language or dialect,

and providing an atmosphere.in the schools that will allow and

respect cultural differences.

The educational establishment must be reformed in order to

allow minority groups to make decisionsconcerning the education

of their children. Schoolsmust come to value creativity, spon-

taneity, and the normal behavior of children over conformity and

Segimentation.

Teachers must be rigorously trained to work with culturally

children. They must know apd understand the children's
S.

.1-

culture and language. -Their training in the tJaciling of reading--

must.reflect the fact that reading is not a separate discipline

but rather a language experience. Their methods must emphasize

problem solving rather than rote learning and must fOcus on the

child and his development before books, equipment, etc.

Educational research must also be redirected in order to help
46

solve the problems of poverty children, More attention must be

given to developing theoretical models of reading and understand-

ing the reading:process ftelf. The differences in minority

children must be identified and the possibilities at changing

the schools to accommodate the differences must be-explored.

,Rystrom, Richard. "Dialect Training and,Reading: A Further
Look," Reading Research Quarterly, 5 (Summer, 1970), 581-599.

Rystrom's study is &replication of an earlier study con-

ducted in California which found no relationship between dialect

and reading achievement. Three hypotheses were tested in the

12.6
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present Iltudyi (1) Negro chil ren can be taught to use featUres

of white speech Which do not obcur n their native dialect;

(2)4nowledge of thia additional dimension of dialect will

have a pofttive and significant influence on word reading
,

scores,,and (3) the use of phoneme-grapheme controlled readers

,wil1 have a postttve and'significant influence on- word'reading

scores.
1

TheAUbjects were first grade-students in an all-Negro.

schOol-ilftwal Georgia. Pour classes, each of which had 30
4

"students,-parttntpated in the semester long study.
*

The four

classes formed the following groups: (81)--received dialect

training and used.a tradttional basal reader; (22)--received

dialect training and used a linguistic basal reader; (ES)--

received no dialect training tfid used a linguistic basal

reader; and (C)--received no dtalect training and used a .

traditional basal reader,.thus connstituting a control grouN

The dialect training" groups received,drills designed to teach

the third person marker, terminal consonants, and terminal

miuutes.per day..for.the .80. days.in .the_second.

semester. During this Period the Vher two groups _were taught

language skills, but received no dialect training. Teacher.
e I

effect was controlled by,realigning teachers.and students for

certain iphases of instruction. The instruments used for both

pre- and posttests were The Rystrom Dialect Test (1969) and

the Gates Vord Reading Test (1962). Reading sections of the

Stanford Achievement Test (1964) Sere administered 'as posttests
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,
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t.results were analyzed according to Which text

sal or linguistic), there were no significant

between groups except on the Paragraph Meaning

the SAT which fav*ad tile basal groupL(p4,01).

the Gates'Word Reading Test showed that the two

recei d no dialect training Oerformed significantly
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1
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espondence.
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t demonstrate the extent to which dialect

h the reading process;abukeriltended to do.

Instead, say Goodman, he assumed that teaching black
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children a few fóatused of standard English would improve their
)reading acMcvement.'

,
He charges that Rystrom did not use

effective approaches to teaching either standard English or

reading, and, consequently, merely conftsed his sUbjects.

Venezky, Richard L. "yondt4ndakd Language and Reading,"
Elementary, English, 40(1970), 334-342.

Venezky's article desAs with approaches and materials in
111..-

teaching reading to children in two situations; one in which

there is a language difference and the other in which there is

a dialect difference. In discussing teaching reading in a

situation where there is a ianguage.difference, he compares the,,

native literacy approach with the standard approach. The
%

native literacy approach is based,on the assumption that -one

shoUld first learn to read in the native language, the4 (or

simultaneously) learn to speak the national langUage, and

finally learn to read the national Language. The standard

approach is based on intensive oral language instruction in the

foreign language prior to the teaching of reading.

Venezky draws his conelusion thai the native literacy

V

approach, has not been proven Scholastically superior to the

standard approachpfrom the results of several studie's which.he

briefly mummarizes. Because the native literacy program has

not resulted in superior reading achievement, Venezky believes

that the tremendous expenditures,necessary to develop the

materials, train the teachers, and design the testing pro-

cedures cannot be justified.
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The standard approach, on the other hand, has the idvantag
, .

of teaching a second language at an age when most children most

readily learn new language's. Theoretically, at least, te us4(
2-7

of establfshed teaching techniques aitematerials coAstitue

another advantage.

The teaching of reading to diilect speakers also poses

problems in selecting apprOaches and-materials; The materials

could be handled in three ways: (1) they coUld be .writtep in

the dialect of the child, (2) the present st'an-dara language

matettials could be used after teaching standard English, and

(3) standard English materials could be modified in content and it

vocabulary to reflect. the environment of the child. Venezky

dismisses the firet alternatiVe,as have:2g few merits and

many liabilities,e.g., doesn't lend itself to integrated

classrooms, too much time.and expeniye involved in teacher train,

ing and preparation of materials, opposition of,parents and

teachers, etc. He believes the second alternatiVe is more

practical than the first, but not completely satisfactori.

The basic objections are the necessity of knowihg the culture0:4

as well as the language of standard speakers in orcker to maka

reading a familiar experience and the problems posed.by an

iniegrated classroom.

The third alternaive, which he considers the best,

could be implemented in a "Common Oore.Ipproach.". The reading

materials could be based on a school subject such as science

or civics, thereby minimizing diLect and culture differences.

13
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He does not believe that syntactic forms in many nonstandard

English dialects would be different enough to cause a signifie

)cant reading problem. An important factor in the success of

this approach would be allowing the child to translate from

standard English to his own dialect.

Whalen, Thomas E. "A Comparison of Language FaCtors in Primary
Readers," The Reading Teacher, 23 ()torch 1970), 565-570.

The purpose of Whalen's study was to determine whether the
e- .

.iirst year readers in the Balik Street Basal Reading Series

(often used with culturally disadvantaged children) were as

difficult to- eead as the first year readers in another basal

program, the Raroer and Its.LliasicsReading program. The first

pre-primer, second pre-primer, primer, and frrst reader from

each series were compared on the bases of number of irregular

word occurrences, number of different words, average sentence

length, and alierage word length. Chi-square tests were performed

for different words and irregular words, and two-tailed t-tests

were made.for average sentence mind average word length.(p<.001

or 1)4.01).

Results showed that the first and second pre-primers in the

Bank Street ieries weie significantly more difficult on all

variables except number of different words in the first

pre-primer. At the primer and first reader level, differences

were not as severe though the Bank Street books continued to

. use more words and. longer word'length.

The author concludes that the Bank Street Series is more
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difficult to readl(iipecially at the pre-primer level)", and

therefore, questiont its Use with culturally disadvantaged

children.whomay have language disabilities.and-th need a series
which features' fewer words, more repetition, and feWer

irregular words. He notes the need for more.research in

circler to determine whether otlier var%ablee," not included in
this studri.outweigh the linguistic evidence against using this
series with the disadvantaged.

Williams, Charles, Alden S. GiltRore and Leslie F. Mdlpass.
"Pr9grammed Instruction' foisj-*41turally 'Deprived SlowLearning Children," The Journal of Special Education,2 (Summer-Fall 19,68)7727:4177-

The purpose of this study ias to determine the effeotive-

ness of programmed instruction (PI) in supplementing regular

classroom reading instruction for disadyantaged, sloy learning
students. The second grade subjedts ha4 to hdve a teited IQ

between 76 and 90, be at least six months retarded in school
achievement, and come from a home and neighborhood classified

as "marginal in economic circumstances" to be included in the
study. The 45 subjects (25 boys and 20.girls) were divided
into three groups and received the following treatment:

Group,M--redeived PI from al teaching machine; Group W received
the same program content as Group M, but.used a programmed

textbook; dnd Group C--exposed only to the regular classroom

routine, received no] added instruction of any type. Group 0
did not serve as a control group but rather to provide a basis
for determinid how much learning could be attributable solely
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'

to classrootenrollment. The programmed instruction featured .

a presentation of 93 words found in most basic reading series.

Instruction vas conducted over 'a one mouth period.

Results are-reportd.in terms of averagme nu ber of words

gained from pretests to posttests. The authois rep rt that

calculation .of -raiios between eaCh grOup demonstrated no

significant differences between the tvo PI groups in word gains

on any of the measuring instrument's,-but large and significent

differences between both of these groups and the classroom

group--the t-ratio's are not reported in this article. The two

tests based on the RI words did show large differences in the

everage number of words gained between the experimental and

classroom groups le.g., on the list of 93 programmed words,.

' Group X gained 30.7; Group W, 33.1; and Group -0,.4.5),'but

the Gates Primary Reading Test showed very small gains (Group M

gained 3.2 wOrds;:Group W, 2.1 and Group 0, 1.4). -A follow

up test on the PI words given 30 days after the initial posttest

revealed that 90% of thi wordd acquired by Group8 M and-W were

retained.

The authors note that the teaching machine was much more

appealing to the students than the programmed workbooks, but

the tio groups made similar progress. The*conclude that PI

is an effective supplement to the reading program for slow

learning disadvantaged students.

Wolfram, Walt. "Sociolinguistic Alt rn tives in Teaching
Reading to Nonstandard Speakers, adin Research
Warterly, 6 (Pall 1970), 9-33.
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Wolfram summarizes the virioUs positions represented by

linguists working on the problem of what materials an4 methods

should'be uaed in teaching reading to dialect speaking chpdren.
'f

The positions discuseed can generally be categorized under one

of theteot*o:atrategies: (1) retain present materials and

adjust the teaching procedures or-(2) revise the materials to

accommodatethe learner's dialect. The author considers both

linguistic and socio-cultural factors in his 4omments on the

potations which 'clan be summarized as follows,

A..-Retain extant materiale q /

1. Teach standard English prior to teaching reading--
...Bereiter and Engeimani are advocates of thisapproach.

a

2. .Dialect reading mf extent materiali-Goodman, the most
explicit spakesman for this poiitiong, states, "...no
special materials need to be construptedi bUt children
must be permitted...to read tha40:therspeak.

B. Revise Mater&als

1. Neutralization of dialect differences in texts--
eliminatelinguistic features of text thaX are mot
an integral part of the ESE speaker's Itriguistic
system; Shuy is an advocate of this method. .

2. Dialect readers written in the NSE dialect--Baratz has
been the most _outspoken advocate of this position.

Wdlfram's discussion highlights the'following.two problemsv

some of the,alternatives seem to handle ihe dialect problem

more effectively in tarmd of, linguistic differences but run

into implementation problems due'to socid-oultuallor psycho-

logical factors, While the other alternatives 4anale implemented

without probleis but may not ,adequately deal with linguistic
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differ noes.- He concludes that. teachers hhoald allow-studenis

to r ad-the materials used at present in tr Mtn .dialect

until"expèrimentation with dialect readers de erm nes the

feasability of their implementatibh.

Wood, Mildred,H. "An Analysis of Beg
for the Disadvantaged," Vie oi
of Education, Indiana University

Wood reviews research reDorth

ing,Reading Programa'
s iBulletin .of the Sehool

46,(Mity 1070), 149.4188.

h have Poetised on teadh-

ing disgdvantaged children tq read. She sumetriies the more

important findings from these Studies and distusses their

implications for,educators. the notes that man, research projects

have dwelt on descriptions of the soCial and cultural charlicter-

istics of disadvantaged children thither than on descriptions of
,Ptheir educational chartcteristios and needs. This, she believes,

is an unfruitful approach to the problem, and leads to the mis-
,

taien idea that disadvantaged children are a homogeneous,group.

Research dealing with the learning problems of the disadvantaged

has demonstrated that there is no single pattern of disabilities;

thus, indicating the need to match'instructie-n to the-ehild.

----Readiness
.studiez-haverevealed-that'dhlIdeeli'Vary tremend-

,,ously in readiness abilities, and therefore, need varying amounts

of time to develop the skills Abought necessary for success in

reading. Wood cite6 a number of studies that have indicated

that nursery, kindergarten, and primary programs need to be/

Structured around the teaching efBsplibtfio skills, but educators

ha've 'been reluctant to structure early education programs for

fear of robbing children of their ehildhOod.
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Wood also-reviews studies of beginning reading prOgrams- ,

and notes that relatively few beim been suqcesSful,lost

among the successful ones Hawkriage ahd Tallmadge (1968)

found severa1common- Characteristics: (1) A one-to-one
;

relf'--
.

tionship between teather and pupil,. (2) involvement of parents,

(3) in,servicefeducation for teachers, (4) delimitedaims,

(5) stated goals and (S) measured outcomes. She comments .

that the majority of the studies were designed to find one

reading method for ail disadvantaged children rather than to
*

find the effective Method for each child. Initial as weld. a

on-going diagnosis is necessary if the right method is to be
0

found for each child--she discusses studies concerning the

ITPAes usefulness as a diagnostic tool and as a ,means of match-
; . /

ing a reading method to the'cbild's needs. ,The-bdbliography of

52 entries should prove helpful to the teacher Who is interested

in locating research articles dealing with teaching the dis-
-

advantaged.
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